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FOREWORD
81, Srn E. Jonx Russur,
Director of the Rothamsted Experimental Station.
Tnr interest of Rothamsted in electrification goes back to lgg0,
yI:1_Tj B:ll^. Matthews one of tbe pi"r".,S "iti" *""""."ii,prepared a scheme. for performing all operations about the farm
:I,l*,9:, b)' electncal po$rr. For various reasons, howevcr. itwas not then possible to do anything and the mattcr was in 
"U"urn..till early I9.92-when Sir Hugolnowir.al Hiiii e";.irrrti.i,ii'Jj"athe sum of d500 for equipment and arranged"for ttre .ci,iices--ot1Ir. F. E. !.owlq!, the' africultural "*p"rt ?]1r,"-O"""-I ii*"U".( ompany !n malung the plans. .rrnother {500 needed for nirinsand other w.orks was provided with the corGent ot Uiss fttttei-ouior a legacv leit b). her mother, widow of the latc Dr. Hueo fliillerrormerl]''Ireasurer of Rothamsted. Although the farm'UuiiJilsslay more than a mile alav from ttre Taresi iouiie;;';"r;Lr- ti;-\onh -Metropolitan Eleciric porver supprr. (o. entered whole_heartedly into the scheme and laid the *tit'"si.* .f .".i .. tf-t ifr-.Institution should not be saddled rvrth a burd;;;i;i;;;;;.
The,equipmen-t charges were of course g*.tli i, ;.\;"'; ;i;:h;
)vfuto. o3 needed_ on an ordinary commercial farm because it wasrnt-ended llom the outsct that both the experimental, and theordinary commercial work about the farm buiidinls Jfr""ia U" a"r"with electricit)., -and further that comparisons .nlJa-U"-.ia" "ieacn stage wrth the tractor or otheroil engine so as togive farrners the
d.ata on which-rhey might determine whe"ther it wa_s jiwa;;;i;;;;
Thelr wh e to install electricitl,. When the installation $,as comDletetne Koval Agricultural Society made a grant out of its Rese'archfund to enable records to be taken. This work has continued overa period of three years in consultation with the Oii-d- i;;ilt" ;ixesearch tn Agriculfural Engineering and with ]Ir. RoNland: the
actual recording has been in charge oi llr. G. H. Cashen, assisted billlr. E. C. Wattis.
^ 
Some oI the data are presented in the paper by ]Ir. Cashen andl)r. Keen. Thev sbow that with a 20 h.ir. motor or a tO-20 n.o.Internatronal tractor, each running at ipproximately halfloai,
4, units of €lecrricity or 5i pints "ot parih" *"." .irni"-J-in
threshrng about one ton oI grain: the operation takine half_an_hour. so that the bourlv consumption rvis double thei fieures.Preliminary experiments on the gfinding J u-"iLv, ;; ;^B h-;.etectnc motor or a 6 h,p. Bamford oil engine, eacli at an-outout 6f5 h.p., showed, for the samc grinding rate and fineness of griirding.
o
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6 THE USE OF ELECTRICITY I\ .{.GRICULTURE
tlat 4.6 lrits of electricty per hour were equivalent to 2.3 pints o{
diesel oil per hour.
-{t the price rte uere paring (Id. per unit F 0.42d. representing
the fixed charge spread over all the units consumed during the
vear) electricitv comes out actuallv a little dearer than paraffin, and
dearer still than diesel oil, but when account is taken of the over-
head-costs the balancc is changed: electricity is cheaper than the
parafin tractor but a little dearer than the diesel oil engine.
The convenience of electricity, howe\.er, goes far beyond this
and $'e have made no attempt t6 estimate th"e value oI ihe better
lighting as compared with the old da5's of lanterns, and of the
enornous advantage of being able to start and finish a job simply
by pressing a button.
During the past few )'ears great experience of electricity has
been accumulated both on the farm and on the engineering side, so
that the farmer now has a wide range of motors and other appliances
Irom rvhich to select. In the following pages the various possibilities
of the use of electricity and of tlpes of appliance are described,
but no particular articli is recommeirded. Ii is easy for a farmer to
get in touch rvith reliable sources of supply but, as Mr. Cameron
Brown shorvs, good workmanship is essential. A long life can be
safell'assumed for good modem motors and good wiring installa-
tions, and the ov-erheads are proportionately low; but for inferior
appliances and bad wiring the life is shorter and the overheads
higher.
Farmers sho have never used electricitv will find IIr. Harvev's
paper both interesting and helpful ir sho*ing how to take the first
steps to secure the supply and how best to utilise the current wheu
they have 6ot it. The number of uses is considerable and although
hitherto more current has in general been used for light than for
po$'er, e\cept on dairy farms, the scope is steadily wideninE and
with more experience, fresh applications rvill steadily be found.
IIr. F. E. Rorvland describes suitable types oI appliances for the
different purposes.
\ot 1'ery long ago it used to be said that a farmer must be a bit
of a chemist, a bacteriologist, a veterinarian, a meteorologist, a
mechanic and a business man : if in addition he had to become an
electrician his life would indeed be hard. But this is quite ua-
necessary. flodem motors are so god ard their vital parS so well
enclosed that nothing should go wrong with them. It is, however,
rvell to have the installation periodicaly tested as leaks may occur
and there are certain possibilities of danger in faulty wirhg. This
testing can be done by the Supply Companv.
ln the following p€es we are concerned only wittr the im-
mediately practical applications of electricity. Nothing has been
said about such matters as electrical ploughing and cultivation, or
electrical discharges over crops (sholrn b1'Prof. V. H. Blackman
and his assistants to have no practical value) or the various horti-
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cultuml-possibilities such as soil heating and forcing of plants bvartifici-al light. For the present we are concemed with"th" f;;;;l"j
l::T.T_e papers and drscussions shot.the possibilities are distin.til:rmPressrve.
,"5:f ,',\ryK:ri,,,!,::K'!,"fi";Iff l;#;1,,X';,?T*g
unllorm and cheaDer rate than .the nurnerous smali generaiiug
:,:ijir1r;..l!"t it u,|s now .reptacing. but witr ,r,i.-r,ig"h";iriiiolsrnDurlon separate transformers were necessan- for e'ach erounoI smal consumers and for isolated farms. Capitil esoenditu"r" oisuch construction and for carr1ring tt" to* t"!,.'i--,,Lri.:'i.t,i.
consruner had to be met. The simplest and fairest,rav'liai fo. th"
consumer to bear his share in the iorm of a standins ahar;; ;;d;;
pa1' at a low rate per unit for electricity .onr"rn"a'r"it 
"?ifr"i i"merge these two distinct items into nr" Uf. .t 
"reing ^ 
;l"h;;;ri;
Per unit. Fortunatelr. the cost of trarisf"rm""rs 'rr"s- il;;;;;
cheaper. In country diitricts en.our"grng i"r"it;';ia il;;;;;iltwith the use of a' modified mole-plougi for lar.ins .rd;r;;;;;;
cables at a cheap cost, and those pelpt&to aiiiii" iil;;;.?;;;
ot pytons wrth their overhead cables could take hopc lor tiL future.
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..ELECTRIC POWER-HOW TO
OBTAIN IT AND HOW BEST
. TO USE IT."
M. M. Henver'
(The Shropshire, Worcestershire and Staffordshire
Electric Power Company)
S wnnttry oJ Co etts.
The general purpose of this paper is to indicate how farmers
rvho are rithin relch of a public electricitl' supply may obtain the
greatest -benefits for their outlay of capital, and ihe general trendof electric farming development as related to the various tl?es of
farms.
The sections dealing with wiring and motors have not been
dealt vrith at great length, ox'ing to the fact that several other
authorities are dealing r.ith these specialised applications at this
confercnce.
I have mentioned tariffs and indicated the reasons for the various
charges to consumers, as there is often some conlusion in the minds
of consumers for the reasons for guarantees, minimum charges,
t$-o-part tariffs, etc.
The t]?es of farms using electricitv are tabulated with some
specialised applications, and in section tlree, the various appliances
are discussed at greater length.
The other sections deal with private plants; the verdict of
farmers alreadv using electricity; -some details of actual installa-
tions ; tables of running costs and other data collected from various
sources and authorities.
- This paper only deals with practical applications and those whichhave been successfullv adopted in one type or another of farmins-
no " futuristic " applications are dixussLd.
C O NTENTS
Introfurclion.
l. Rrtral Dislribtttiott oJ ElectriciLy-
Historv of Rural Development - E. H. T. and L. T. trtains -llayleaves - ViUagg and- isolated supplies - Distribution ofElectricity - Fixed Charges and Guaraniees - Tarilf Charyes -Flat rate and two-part sistems - some examples of fard con-sumptions,
8
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2. Types ol Farms (lsing Electticiry.
,nf ?["T,fl']:["f, '"frf :,itff hBf; 1,ff ;g,;;3-"s'"on*"'
lntetrslvc and semi_intensive t}?es of farms _ dairv andpoultry farms - factory types ,f "f;;. _;i;;l r-rii = r*-.Iarable farms - hop farms. 
'iriew .lev"t.p"i""t. :ri.rt*"G;,#f;
and horticulture_ -
3_-..!g,l-:-ic4 Arplicatious ald Installations on Farms Jor Domcsticatut I afmtng ,
Domestic uses - wiring systems _ Iigbting, power. motors frrrvanous. dnves._ water pumphg _ heating _ jalry ropti.riion.
- pourtry apptlcatrons - general. farm applications _ special farmapplications - hop and griss dryrng.
1- Privale llads acrsus public supply.
5. Opiriorc of farmerc using clectricily.
6. Details of actual install.ations.
i - Dala.
_-I]rlll"g costs - consumptions of current on farms _ costs ofpnme moyers, etc.
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INTRODUCTION
LooKING back over the last six years, the points \a'hich strike one
rvho is connected with the electrical supply industry, is the changed
attitu<Ie oI the agriculturist and rural dweller to the use of electricity
in the house and on the farm. To one who is connected with a
group o{ companies supplfing current to an intensely rural and
scattered area with a very low population ratio, this chaoged
attitude is very welcome. You mav ask *'hat change is this ? It
may be summed up l'ery concisely: a decade ago the farmer said
to us when ne were obtaining wayleaves, " keep those ugly lines as
far away from my farm as possible, I don't want the current it is
too d.eai, and I don't how anything about it." \\'e had the task of
developing this rural area, as far as econcmically possible, and the
greatest dimculty we had was to arouse interest of the rural
dweller. Now, however, as the result of articles in the Press, the
agricultural trade papers, exhibitions at village halls and agricultural
shows, and the universities and colleges, the farmer has become
quite electrically minded, and comes to us and asks for a supply
and for the lines to be brought near his Iarm, instead oI the other
rvay round.
Rual electricitl- det'elopment is discussed at every ru.ral and
parish council meeting and at national Iarmers union meetings,
and, if the remarks are not always complimentary to the electrical
supply industry, these remarks at least show that interest is aroused
and rural dwellers are taking an interest in electricity, even if they
do not perhaPs realise the difrculties of supply'ing a thinly populated
area, with a relatively small retum on outlay.
The points discussed in this paper are rather in the shape of a
review of well-li:nown and tried applications of electricity such as
are used on the farms oI the south and west midlands and part of
south Wales, the immediate area supplied by the company to which
I belong.
Some of the points are controversial perhaps, but this is all the
better from the point of view of a discussion.
l0
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I. RURAL DISTRIBUTION OF
ELECTRICITY
Before and immediateh afrer the Great War, electricity suppl\.
lvas restrictcd to urban areas, and the inmediate area around ihe
large towns. Electricitl' u'as also available in some small country
towns, wlerc it was generatcd by small pov'er units at low pressurc,
very little rural devclopmcnt t'as to bc observed. -
__ In.l9l9,_the Electricitl' Acts provided for the setting up of the
Electricity Comrnissioners a-nd tbe transfer of the powirs- of the
Board of Trade to thc ][inistrv of TransDort. This was for the oro-
motion of schemcs for rc-organising supplies of electricity, 'and
special orders with joint authorities.
- The Act of 1996 organised, on a national basis, the countr], atlarge a^s a whole system, with schemes for various urban and sinall
areas. Provision rv'a.s made for interconnecting generating stations,
and for the shutting doum of small ineftcieni generating stations,
also for the organising of a standard voltage or pressure of supply,
and a frequency of 50 cycles. This means that there is now more or
less a standard electricity suppll' available which cheapens produc-
tion of manufactured electrical goods and obviates the nuis-ance of
an elcctric iron bought in one area being useless if used in another
area. The grid lines are there{ore actual.ly interlinking super station
to su?er station and are uot for distribution purpos€s as so manv
people imagire. The .{ct of lg26 put the generaiion of electriciti.
on a national ba-iis, ihe distribution to consumcrs being left ro
local authorities and companies. This corresponds to the olganised
sellirg and Marketing Boards set up for agricultural produce.
-In areas where no po\ er station is situated, power companicsand authorities mav purchase current from the griil ior sale t6 thcir
consluners.
These grid lines on large steel towers rvork at a pressure of
132,00O volts with some secondary lines at 66,0O0 \'olts. Pori'er
authorities also have their distribution high pressure mains of
66,000, 33,000, and Il,0O0 volts; when thcsc reach a village,
hamlet or tolr'n these prcssures are translormed to a working
pressure of 400 and 230 volts.
Farms within east' reach of the lorv tension mains are in most
cases connected up, and more and more in thc future the question
of supply to farms Irom high tension lines, or long lengthi of lorv
tension mains rrill be the leading factor of rural electrification.
\\'ayleaves have been necessarv between supply authorities and
landlords and tenants, to enable these lines to cioss land, and it
1t
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12 THE USE OF ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE
says much for the rural dweller that generally an amicable arrange-
ment has been arrived at for the erection oI these towers and polis,
so that there is the minimum of interference $ith agriculture.
Farmers should understand however, that every deviation from a
straight line, means extra cost in line construction, extra strong
supports, stay rvires, etc., which put up the cost of construction
and tend to limit development of an area on the score of capital cost.
Farmers naturallv sa1, " How can I obtain a supph.of electricitv
as I am not near to a yillage supply *rth low pressure marns ? "
It rs quite uneconom.cal to tap hrgh pressure hnes of 66,000
and 33,000 volts for isolated farms, but most authorities will tap
11,000 volt lines on some basis of charge.
This tapping of liles includes as a capital cost: s$itchgear.
transformers, isolated sub-stations to hold this gear. and lastly the
low pressure lines to the farm, and the authority has to cover itseli
on loans for capital expenditurc, depreciation and maintenance of
equipment and transformer losses which run on continuously for
24 hours per day, 1,ear in and year out. This means that each
tapping has to cover in its charges a sum equal to this amoult, and,
if included as a flat rate per unit, the cost would be too high per unit
to make the use of electricity economical for some purposes. There-
Iore, therc has lren developcd a system of tariffs in some arcas
rvhereby the authorities generally bear part of the cost of the
translormer and H.T. eutchgear and translormer losses and
maintenancc, and the farmer pa]'s for his low pressure tines to be
erected bJ'thc Authoritl-, or erects them himself to a standard
construction .
The price per unit is then fixed at approriimatell' the same price
as if the farm tas on a low pressure village sJ'stem, plus a standing
charge or guarantee to cover the ertra cost of this equipment to give
electric sen'icc to this isolated consumer. In fact, \i'e say to the
consumer, " \!'e vrll supply you with current at approximatel.t. the
same basic price per unit as if you were in a village, but it has cost
us a certain sum of extra money over a village scheme to make this
service availablc to you, and we therefore ask you as a business man,
to guarantee a sum per annum as a contribution to*ards the cost of
this sen'ice, based on a percentage of the total capital cost involved,
or guarantee that ]'ou $'ill use a minimum amount of current per
\ear to rneet these charges." \{ost farmers, as business men, im-
rnediately see the point, especiallv as most Buarantees include a
number of units of electricity in this amount. These guarantees mav
be fixed as a percentagc of capital cost, or based on the demand
likely to be made by the farmer, or on the size of his buildings and
number of rooms in his house. It is not often realised that the per-
centage costs of giving electric service to a rural area are in the
region of 75 per cent. for distribution mains, and arc totally different
to to$'n supplies. Also, an authoritv bas to raise loans from
investoN to ercct these schemes, and the investors naturallv require
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a r€tum on their money. If this retum is not available investors
rvill not lend money and the development automaticallv ceases-
This system of a guarantee and a-lower rate per unit ihan a flat
rate may.be explained in this w'ay. In any business or farm, there
are certain overhead charges, such as rent, rates, living exoenses
and labour which go on continuously whether large or sirall'quan-
tities of produce are produced. Now, if a larm is oioducine a ce;ain
quantity of product per year the price obtained at a flai rate per
gallon or ton has to iover these charges, r'hether all or anv of ihe
product is sold. and if a smaller quantity is sold the revenue ob_
tained must be larger to cover thele oveihead charges or a loss is
incurred. It is therefore, better to sell all products if possible. even
if a lorver rate is obtained, as long as the overhead costs are covered-
Thus, one might suppose a buyer to say to the farmer. .. I wilt
guarantee to take 1.qrrr products, but instead of paving 1.ou at the
flat rate per gallon or ton. I will contribute a cenain sum per annum
according to the quantitt vou produce or sell me, to iover your
overhead costs. These witl then be covered, and 1.ou witl not Lre at
a loss. You can then let me have your produce at a lower figure
than the flat rate, or just above the cosf of production. you will
then be in a better position than if you sold in the {lat rate market,
as you are fully covered for overheads and can afford to sell at a
lower figure per ton or gallon for your produce as you have a
guaranteed market." This is reallv the basic principle of all market-
ing schemes.
A simple explanation of the extra cost of rural distribution
over tow]l distribution is as follows: Suppose a farmer retails lO0
gallons of milk dail1. Irom vans in a tovn or a fe'll'streets, his
customers are close together ard a few vans can deal with this
retailing, and the delivery costs per gallon are low. Now suppose
that a farmer had to retail to the same number o{ customers the
same number of gallons over the whole of his county, his dis
tribution costs would immediately rise many times per gallon over
his tolm delivery costs, and he would have io obtain a h'igher price
per gallon to cover this. This explains why the rural dweller has
to pa]- a slightly higher price per unit than the to$rl drveller. Some
farmers mav ask, " \1h1'am I charged at a higher standing charge
for a large transformer than a small one ? You are penalising me
if I want to occasionally make a larger demand on your system."
The explanation is as follows: Suppose a purchaser u'as willing to
take 50 gallons of milk daily as a maximum {rom you. You could
budget Ior sufficient cows to give this daily suppl]z, and as long as
he did not exceed this quantity he would be a satisfactory con-
sumer, but supposing he said " I rvant 50 gallons oi milk daily, but
perhaps for one day only in the year I may require 200 gallons
from r-ou." You would be in an awkward position of having to
keep a larger herd just to supply this one day's demand, and you
rvould be justified in coming to some arrangement with this customer
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to pay !,ou extra for this availability of supply of milk, as your
overhead charges would have to cover these extra cows Ior one
day's suppll'only of their product. This is the same in effect as
our maximum demand charges; it pays any producer better to
have a constant demand at a lower maximum output than an
erratic spare-time demand at a higher level.
Isolated Iarms and estates should view the capital expenditure
on service lines in the same wa)'as they would capital invested in
private plant, Iooking at it from the point of view that the farmer is
freed from all generaaing worries, pliant upkeep, and has generally a
grcater horse-po\\er available for farming and larger domestic
ippliances. llust companies fix guarantees vdthin reach of the
annual consumption when electricity is used in a reasonable way,
and, although guarantecs may seem hard at first, many farmers
have found that thcl' have an incentive to use current to the best
advantage, and often find the labour saved in pumping and dairl'
and poultn' appliances goes a long way to offset the Suarantee.
The Chester area haye found Buarantees 1o $'ork quite satisfactoril]'
and numerous testimonials, with names and addresses of farmers
rvho gave them, will be found in E.D.-\. Rooklet lio. 1179, read
at th; R.-\.S.E. Show at Derbf in 1933, by \lr. S. E. Britton (Ft'r,
\'ears' Progress in the EleclriJication oJ Aglicultwe Round Chester).
Manv of our farmers are on this guarantee system, and ttrey sce
that thel'u-<e up to the amount thel: have to pay for. Some details
oI the number of units used {or various operations on an aYerage
farm will be of interest. I have also indicated the unit consumption
per ton or cs't. for various machines. These will be {ound in the
appendix.- -Farmers 
desirous oI obtainhg a suppll' of electricitv, if within
reach of high or low-pressure lincs, should appll' to their local
electric supplv office, where they will have to obtain an application
form, andlill up the various sections relating to the amount of lgad
to be connected to the mains, and to the tariff to be adopted. The
supply authorit!' will then advise him of the length of m-ain-to his
primises, the iontribution or guarantee required, and when a
iupplv can be made available. The consumer should have his
primises wired b1- an established supply company's wiring depart-
ment or skilled electric contractor. A good installation is u'orth the
little extra first cost : it is good to remember the old slogan, " Scr-
vice and convenience are rehembered after first cost is Iorgotten."
Farrners will ask, " How much shall I use per year ? " This will
obviously depend upon the t1'pe oI farm and the installation. The
average ionsirmptio-n of various ty'pes of farms on the S. W. & S.
powei compan\''s mains suggest that the highest consumPtions are
irom dairy'-and poultry farms, which average 2,000 to 7,000 units
per lear l-one lirge hatchery consunes l7,0OO units Per year-
iome mixed iarms with hops average 2,000 to 5,000 units per year.
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fwo large dairy farms reach over g,000 units per r..,ar. The ar.erase
consumption for 29 farms reaches over {,000 uniti per 1.ear.
- Regarding tariffs, the supply authorities har.c \.arious methodsot couecting-the- first part of the two-part tariff, some being on the
acreage of the farm, some on t-he corinected load of farm"motors,
some on the lighting installation, others on the number of rooms,
or the area-of the holse, plus a standing charge on the floor area oi
the main farm buildings. This mav seem ien.confusine to the
consurner, but in practice the cost oi current to'the uscr wirks out
p-ractically the same whichever method is adopted to coll".t o. arser"
the_ standirg charge. AIJ these systems haie a small 
"nit 
.t ais".
and the assessment for the first charge onlv lnc.eas"s ttre unit cSri
for the whole premiscs by a very smal'i fraction of a penny pn, ,nii li
adequate use is made of electricit\'.
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2. TYPES OF FARMS
Obviously the greater number oI Iarms using electricity are
situated near the larger towns or villages, and are of the intensive or
semi-intensive t,'pe, such as poultry and dairy farms, whose pro-
ductive methods and marketing more closely approach the factory
system, and machinery is used to a greater degree than on the prairie
types of farms, as these factory t,?e of farms produce perishable
foodstuffs, and constant delivery service is ever)'thing.
Taking the various tjpes of farms, one is struck by the fact that
the geographical position and methods of agriculture and even
marketing schemes and political development determine the con-
sumption of electricity, for instance, the large poultry farms and
hatcheries of the North and the Midlands; the better prospects of
the hop farmers during the last few years, and the dairy f.lxms near
Birmingham, and then tum to the sheep farms of Brecon and Rad-
nor, where very little machinery is used, nor can it ever be owing to
the geographical position and the type of farming.
The various q?es of farms and their installations are outlined
below.
Poullry F arttts
There has been a tendency during the last few years to go
" back to the land," or free-range rearing oI chicks and housing of
laying stock where the land has been available. Electricity is used
for : incubation in small and mammoth machines ; rearing, where
the semi-intensive or intensive method is used, and even where
" limited " free range is used we have titted up portable foster-
mothers with heaters and trailing cable ; electric lighting for winter
egg production in large and medium size laving houses; warming
drinking water; egg candling; and on the larger farms mash mixers ,
hot water Ior mashes; egg grading; poultry plucking on table
bird farms; water pumping; egg washing and drying, and other
uses ; and of later times lightirg of hen laying batteries.
Daby Farnn
Electricity on dairy farms is used for water-pumping; refrigera-
tion where a bottled trade is done; milking machincs, both fr,r
pipe line and combine or recorder t5pes of milking machines Iixed
in bales near the buildings; cow clipping; food production and
mixing ; bottle washing ; hot water ; separating and chuming
(though this application is not now so much used) ; sterilizini
utensils; steam production ; general lighting of mitking sheds and
buildings; ard on the larger retail distribution farms bottle-filling
and capping machinery; motor agitators for pasteurizers; curd
mills ; fans, etc. ; and for electric vans for town ilelivery from near-
by Iarms.
l6
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Mixed Farms
This term is very elastic, as in Worcestershire and Herefordshire
we have perhaps not specialized so much on one typ of farming a-s
in some other counties, and I often sav we have nirt felt the A;ri:
cultual depressiorr so much, owing to the farmers havins sev&al
" strings to their bow " in cattle pioduction, pig productiSn, mili.
poultry, fruit, corn, hops, and iometimes riraifet eardenine. I
limow one large farm in the Vale of Evesham wheri practiiall.r-
every section is carried on. The electrical equipment of tiese farm.-
varies more than any other tlpe, as the bulk'oftle porver farmins is
done on the land and not in buildings such as on the dairv a'nd
poultry farms. The applications will p;rtake of a little of eaclitru .juch as a certain amount of the dairy and poultrv machin"eir
food production and corn grinding, threshing, puriping, moto"r_
driven fans for hop kilns, and latcly air compressors f; fuel_oil
l-qpjrI"g plant-i and of cou$e, general lighting. In the lucsrVidlands some of our large fruit and mixed farrn-s have installed
small canning plants, with motors for bottle-washers, fruit sraders.
canning machines, etc. Talen as a rule, I find that althoish tn.
connected motor load is often larger for these mixed farms tbian {or
the other ty?es, the consumption per horse-power is lower owinc
to the fact that the uses of thc machines are more seasonal.
Larye Arubk Fants
Electricity on these largc prairic tlpes of larms is senemll\-
crrnfined to the farm-house and general lighting in the farm 6uildirs-".
-water-pumping, motors for driving bam machinery, thresher"s,grinders, mixers, hoists and graindryers, etc. The eleitrical couip_
rnent for these Iarge arable farms does not tend to be so great as on
the poultry, dairy and mixed farms, as the power is moist used on
field operations, arnd the indoor work formi only a small parl of
thesc mcchanized farms. Of coursc, if the farmer launches irito anv
other system of agriculture his uses will increase with tbc acquisitio;)
of dairy and otier equipment. The unit consumption, per'acre, of
electricity is generally at its lowest on these types of pnirie {arms.
Hol Fatms
Except in a very ferv cascs, thesl fa rms are not specialized hop-
growing farms, but carry on a certain amount of othcr tvpes Li
mixed farming, chiefly corn production and cattlc fcedinli Thc
uses of elcctricity in thc hop kilns are motors for driving veniilating
fans of t}e exhaust and pushcr types, motors for hop pockct hoist--s
and bagging presses, small motors for air compressors for Iuel oil
fircd kifuns, and electrical thermostats for the control of thc florv
of oil to burners. Lighting of hop kilns, bagging and cooling ftoors
is always adopted where a supply of current is availabli. The
safety oI electricitv for lighting is most helpful in combating the
c
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fire risk in hoppickers' quarters. Some of our Mitlland growe-rs
are contemplating the use of their hop kilns for gra-rs drying-in the
spring and iummir, and already some few have done this. One or
ti,vo iir the Vale of Evesham have dried herbs for the market 8ar-
deners in their kibs.
The yearly consumption of hoP farrns is reasonably good' but
as it is i highly seasonal operation, the bulk of the units are over a
four to six weeks' period in September.
The use of hof tilns for 6pass or crop drying will assist the
farmer to keep down the heavy proPortion of caPital costings-.on
kilns and equipment only used one month in the year, by spreading
this over a greater period-
Neu Dadofme s
As already mentioned, the drying oI short grass in the spring
and summer 6f the year, for producing a food of high protein value,
is attracting a good deal of altention. During 1936 there should be
quite a nu;.nbe; of these plants working in the West Midlands.
fhis particular type is marketed by one of our leading chemical
and fertiliser firms, and it necessitates a special drying plant, using
coke for generating producer gas Ior heat, or Iuel oil may be used.
A large electric motor is used lor the fan.
Some of our farmers are contemplating adapting their hop kilns
for this dryer.
Some of the Iuel-oil heater firms also make outlits of large and
small capacity-in one make the aSitator tray is fitted to the kilrl
heater as an extension.
The use of the combine harvester has brought grain dryers into
prominence and electric motors are used lor the Ians of these
machines.
Marhtt Gardening and Horticultwe
This t,?e of specialized agriculture does not usually come within
the scope of the average farni, although some oI our Worcestershire
farmers have large field market gardening systems.
In the Iield type oI gardening electricity has little outlet excePt
for pumping for irrigation.
One large Worcestershire farmer during the last three sunmers
has {ixed up a pipe s5ntem along the headlands oI his fields with
convenient taps to which he attaches rubber pipes connected to
long lengths oI galvanized piping drilled every two feet or so,
the pipes being mounted on low trestles across his strawberry and
soft fruit plantations. This artificial rain has saved his crops during
the drought seasons and amply repaid him for his outlay. The
sets of pipes are periodically moved up and down the field. Water
is obtained from the river.
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HMicul,lule a d Class House Worh
This does not come strictly within the scope of the farmer. We
have glass-house owners using electricity {or ventilating fans,
pumping, lighting, and in one or two instances electric heat for frost
Drotection in low temDerature nurserv houses.' I feel that at prc^sent one has io go very carefully into the
economies of grcerihouse heating by elictricity on a commercial
scale before advising its use for the biSher temperatures required
in cucumber and tomato houses.
A number of horticulturists are using soilheating cable in a
small way for propagating frames and where bottom heat is required.
There are several new electrical applications in horticulture, sucb
as neon lighting, which are in the experimental stage as far as
England is concerned.
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3. ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
ON FARMS FOR DOMESTIC AND
FARM PURPOSES
The House
The lady oI the farm generally insists upon an adequate installa-
tion of electricity in the house, and apart lrom the convenience and
greater illumination power oI electricity, the saving in labour should
not be overlooked.
One farrner in Herefordshire, who has used electricitv for twelve
vears, has told. me that since installing a cooker, vacuirm cleaner,
electric washing machine and iron, his wife can manage without a
maid at f,28 per 1'car wages, her food and room. The electricity bitl
for his whole farm did not come to this amount in a year.
Elcctrical 14 iring
Any of the well-loown systems-lead-covered, tough rubber or
conduit-ma1' be used in the house. The first two are generally
used in surface systems, and the latter is sunk work. An adequate
number o[ points for lighting, heating and wireless should be put
in when the work is installed, to save disappointment at a later date.
Two-way switching should be used on a.ll stairs and long corridors,
bedrooms and large rooms with seyeral doors.
Modem lighting fittings obviate the glare of exposed lamps. The
Iamps themselves should be of the new coiled coil pearl t1pe.
Power outlets for the use of vacuum cleaners, fires and other
domestic aids should be installed in every room.
Hot water may be cheaply supplied for the bathroom and
kitchen, either from individual la€Bed heaters or from elements
fitted into the lagged cylinder oI airing cupboards working in con-
junction with the back boiler of the grate. All these various t5rpes
of water heaters are thermostatically controlled, giying the utmost
cfficiency of operation.
The kitchen is the workshop of the house, and there au electric
cooker gil'es the most hygienic and unparalleled results: the oven
is airtight and no fumes are given off; while there is little or no
shrinkage of the meat, owing to the eficient lagging and airtightness
the heat is retained for hours after the oven is switched off, and
puddings, etc., may be cooked after the heat is switched off. The
cost of cooking averages out at about one unit per Person Per day.
An electric refrigerator keeps the food fresh and saves wastage ;
and electric irons, kettles, washing machines, wash-boilers, etc.,
help the housewife in her work.
20
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It is noticeable on the " Iamily-run Iarms " of South Wales, that
,.rften the wife and daughters are doing outside bam work and
stock feeding whilc the electric cooker prepared the midday meal
without attention.
.-Man1, ladies now use electric hairdryers and curling-tongs, and
ceiling t)?e reflector fires are a boon in the bathroom. -
r Electricity in the home cuts out the dmdgery of work and givestl large-town amenities to the rural dweller.
. Many farmers when seeing the uselulness of electricit5r in the
home have adoptcd it on the farm.
Finallv. go to reputable clectrical engineers for your installation.
ELECTRICITY ON THE FARM
lViriug !1,slens
Ac arother speaker is deating with the details of larm wiri.ng
-rstems, I rriU onll-briefly touch on tlem.
The usual systems {or farm rvork are somewhat similar to those
in the housc'- Thc s]'itcms ma), be rrrlcanized i-ndiarubber cable run
un clcati, and \r herc liable to damage enclosed in galvaDized piping
-tough rubber-sheathed cable with all insulated fittings. 
- I ad
partial to this system, or a galvanized screwed piping sysiem, which
is a very fine job, though more expensive in first co;t. I am not in
favour of lead-covered cable in farm buildings.
Fuse-boxes protect the circuits, and detacbable ceiling roses
rre useful for cleaning lamps and shades.
For carn'ing mains between buildings, simple iron brackets or
rall spikes fixed on the walls with small shackle or reel insulators
may be used with au insulated cable of the appropriate class. These
mains should bc erected high enough to clear any harvesting
\r'a8gons.
Power Wiring
This is usually carried out in steel conduit witl ironclad switch-
gear and ironclad switch plugs lor portable motors. Generally a few
points for portable motors scattered round the buildings will sufrce
for most jobs.
With this 100-r'olt power wiring, attention should be paid to
carthing; and if doubtful oI ttre earth, use should be made of the
small earth leakage trips now on the market.
Farm Lighning
Lighting is the first and most useful application in the farm
buildings and yards, and its use is encouraged by many authorities,
including the N.F.U. insurance department. A man working witl
a hurricane lantem at night is a " one-armed man."
Adequate lighting in dairies and milking sheds is a profitable
investment.
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For ba.rn l.ighting, a light high up over the centre was(on sDace
will sufrce, as the sides are usually filled up with hav arriistraw-
- Forstables, Iights on the centr; Iine witl 
'be 
adequaie, the number
depending on the size of the stable. Do not forsit a plug for the
horse<lipper when wiring the stable.
In food-preparing rooms, I recommend placing the la.mos near
or orer the machines, clear of all shafting.
In the-milking sheds, the position depends on the layout of the
cow standings, and whether one or mori lines of stalli are in tbe
sheds. In some cases of low-roofed single-line stall sheds, the beams
may in_terfere with suspended roof [ghts; in these I iecommend
angle lights on the wall at the rear of the cows, pointins down to
the cows' hind quarters. In the case of two.line sheds, thesJseneralli
have a central gangrvay and two gutterwavs, the cows,healds beini
against the feeding tangways on tie side r,ralls. If two lines of hmd
over the line of the cows'udders are not used. one centre line ov'er
the Sangway may be instaUed clear of any marure carrier.
For yard lighting, lamps may be fixid in comer wall brackets
to lrght two ways, or suspended on a catcnary svstem lrom roueh
poles over roadways. Witertight fittings muit 6e used, and tw";
way_swtchrng is an advantage on long lines of sheds.
llugs mounted on walls Jor hand-lamps are useful in piggerie:
and cow sheds during illness of animals.'and app.eciated E! the"vet"
A portable floodligbt is often useful round buildinss and vard.
fjr night work. One of our farmers in South Wales useia I,000..watt
floo9light on a pole in a small paddock near lris house during the
lambrng season, so that his sbepherd may attend to his ewes. -This
has saved him manv ewes and iambs.
", 
i:#:ffiy plg house, lights over the feedine gangwavs assist
In the dairy itself, totaUv enclosed littinss are the most hvsienic
and the standard of illurninltion is higher ihan that of the;;tside
barns and sheds, plenty of Iight beingiequired near the milk<oolei
and werghing platforms.
The washing-up and steril.izing rooms should be fitted with water-
tiglt fittings and switches because of the prevalent steam-
bulkhead tJDe fittings are useful here.
On _poultry farmithe lighls in the laying houses should. be placedas hith- as possible to light the floor, food hoppers and peiches:
4(Lwatt lamps ten to twelve feet apart are usuallyfitted. In brooder
houses lamps centrally placed ovir the runs aie adequate; some
larmers use a dimmer for providing a night light for extra feeding-
trme for the chicks: this is often donC on table bird farms. In
houses for the lafng batteries for adult birds, a good light is neces-
sary; t"hese are generally placed in the gangways.
Generally, central lightirrg is used in incubator rooms with plug
ouuets for 
-inspection 
iampi, egg-testing and candJing. A ilesi
C
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bracket type.of.daylight lamp of about 250 watts is used over theDencnes ror chlck sexmg, for which a good light is necessarv.
. Generat lrghting suffices for hop kilns with plugs for baird lamosror use rn the krtns, and often an outside Iight ovei tbe toaamg floirfor night work.
Pumfing on Farms
The electric pump is usuaUy tbe lirst appliance the farmerinstalls after lighting. For shallow wells therilre *anvi;;;i
small centrifugal or piston plunger pumps ; these areEt.i'ji.""il
coupled or rubber belt driven from motors of l h.D. to I h.;--
moun_ted on the pump castings; these small pumirs stlana up to''""
amazrng amount of work. practically all these- pumps aie self_
primrng.
.. Pumps-may also be obtained to pump liquid manure, and srittvliquids, without damage to the roiors.' ftrese stanaaia ivo%.-Jf{m4 pumps are for shallow wells and suctions up to 27 feeti'
For deep welJ pumping one may use a motor ddvins a well hea.t
qear with rods down the well, or one of the deep well"devices iuch
as the iniector system, with two pipes down thr-i *"tt: prrt oi ifr.
water pumped tp is forced down again to bring up waier from a
greater depth. There is also the totally submerge-d electric pumo ioi
deep.wells, which is becoming very popular; it i, i, 
"".y iirnpi" ioinstal[, and is watertight.
A useful t51pe oI pump is the pressure tank automatic tvDe. A
quantity of water is stored under air pressure in a cylinaei; this
system avoids large overhead storage tanks, and is useful for'small
rvater schemes for groups of cottages. An automatic switch stoDs
and srarts the pump according to the quantity of water in tie
tank.
Electric purnps using storage tanks may be controlled bv a float
{witch mounted in the tank. this again automatically conirols the
prrmping. This automatic control is the great feature of electric
pumps.
Small pumping outfits may be mounted on four-wheel trollies
for _headland irrigation and spraying work-the motors being fedrvith tough rubber cable.
Barn Mackdnery and Motots
. . As another speaker is. dealirg with electric motors, I will onlybriefly outline various points.
Wc find on a number of Midland farms that t}e Iarming tech-
rique is tending to cut out some of the ba-m machines, such aichafl-
.utters, cake-breakers, and sometimes root pulpers. Grinding is
now the chief barn application. The average farm grinder tJkes
from 5 to l0 h.p., and is either driven from the shalting leeding
,)ther machines or, i[ used every day, individual drive bi rubbei-'V " belts. Driving by means of 'V " bclts i, being dsed to a
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greater degree, making it possible to use larger pulley ratios and
higher speeds and cheaper motors. These bam machines are driven
by stationary motors on beds or by means oI portable motors driving
shafting.
ChaII-cutting ta.kes about 3-5 h.p. ; cake-breaking l+-2 h.p. ;
and root pulping about l-l+ h.p.
The heary applications are threshing, ensilage cutting and blot -
ing. Threshing requires from l2{-2O h.p., according to size of drum
and baling gear. Ensilage cutters and blowers take l5 b.p. and com
driers about l0 h.p.
Regarding individuai drive to each machhe, except in the case
of pumps, poultry and dairy applia.nces and a certain anount o,
specialized applications on hop-drying, grass and com-dryirg, we
feel that the average barn machinery does not warrant individual
drives; one motor driving a length of shafting, generally, givcs a
farmer all the convenience he requires. Use is often madc of a fixetl
motor for bam machinery and a portable for odd iobs.
The S.W. & S. power company have developed a semi-portable
motor, consisting of a standard motor and starter, mounted on wood
baulks with quickly detachable mbber wheels, rvhich has proved
popular. The flat wood baulks gil'e a flat surface fr.rr foundations,
obviating the use of " chocks " for the wheels. \!ten the motor is
in the bams driving sha{ting, the farmer may use thc wheels and
spindle as a low trolley for farm transport: this has proved ven-
useful. Except for outdoor $'ork, thc usc o{ special protectcd
motors is not necessary.
Starters should be robust, and in the larger sizes oil-iilleC-it
pays to fit a good starter.- - 
Contrary to what some authorities say, rrc Iind that the flred
and unit drive motors are in thc smallet sizes, and the larger ones
are made Portable.
It is now compulsory to fit a switch adjacent to each porver plug
Ior portables, if the wiring rules are to be observed.
in villages rvhere onlybne-phase supply is available, thc position
is eased by the fact that prices have been reduced fcrr repulsion
induction motors, ard capacitor motors have been reccntlv intnr
duced. These particular tJryes overcome the dificultl- of starting
against small loads.
The small motors used on incubators, small pumps, stparators.
bottle-washcrs, milk-coolers, clippers and shearers arc generally r'f
the single-phase t]?c, and unit drive is the on\'corrcct scheme l"r
these types of drir.es.
Eleiiric motors are less in capital cost per horsc porrer than
other sowces of power, and farmers appreciate their time-saving
qualities, conrenience and low nmning costs.
Dairy A Pfilications
fit" 8ilrv farm has varied applications- the motors have treen
dealt with in the previous section. Milking machines are becoming
t
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increa.singly propular, and many farmers are installing the releasertl?e with electric drivc, where the bale is near the buidinss.
The accredited milk scheme has made tire iarmeimillrir,".rr_
conscious._ The tendency in the S.W. & S. po*".4;;;;;:;;;;"
nas been lo_r the purchase of milking machines, and a'verv sreatrnterest !n electric hot water produced by thermal stora{e heate"rs or
even wash boilers, and in electric sterilizing ehests. WJhave foundthat current_at lld. per unit is not unecoiomical when tat ine ;it,
account the labour saved in stoking and ash handling, the cipiialcost of boiler houses and the longir life of clectricJ .ppfi#""..
These sterilizing chests vary in priic, a small one. U"ing ofi"i.rbi.
tor.d-t_l los. 0d. I prefer the type with \vashins w;ter heat.
facilities, and it is an advantage to havc a means oi t"-i;s;ff1I:
steam at the end of the operation. Some of our farmers frire uieathelr tow--pressure steam-tight chests for blowing throueh the
rubber tubes of the milking machine units : this is aicomp)ii'hed b1
fitting a tap to rhe top of the chest.
The hot summers of the last thrcc years have resulted in the
increased demand for milk coolers and coild rooms, especiallv alno"r'
producer-retailers and everv satisfaction has been-exfrres."d i" ii,"l?
use.
- The mitk schemes lor schools have aroused intcrest in electric
bottle-washers, of which there are now ma:ry makes o" the -".kei,
- A.new tJrpc of storage milk-cooler has lxen marketed, in whicirthe chums of milk are immersed in a water tank cooled by pipe
coils in the water.
,. Cow-clipping h_as. be-en successfully catered for by small portableclippers. mostly of the band motor type.
In some districts near residential iieas there is a steadv d.emand
f,o1 cr9am, and many separators have been converted t"" eleJ.i.
drive by means of { or { h.p. motors.
The protection of motors in dairies is generally oI the rlrip_
proof type, or in some cases totallv enclosed -motors ire used.
The larger dairy applications have not been dealt with. as a
visit to the lrndon dairy show will convince anyone how imoossibleit would be to carrv out these factory type of processes thout
etectricity.
We have very few cheese farms in our area of supplv: the fervtlat exist are lsing motors for curd cutters, wbey firimpi, ele.trichot water, and fans for ventilation and cooling <iairies -and che"se
rooms.
The cleanliness of electricity has made it an indispensable
power Ior the dairy.
Elecbicity on Poalt/y Falrns
Where available, electricity has been used in ircreasing am<lt.nts
during the last few years. There are two noticeable po'ints: the
Iirst is the changed system of chick rearing in many farmi, the policy
D
)
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now being to breed and rear Ior stamina by getting the chicks out
ot grass is earlv as oossible. This mears that tbere is not such a
greft rue made 6f badtery brooders and large brooder }ous€s, excePt
ior table bird production. We have equipped a ntrmber oI outdoor
{oster mothers-with heaters and fed them by means of traili::g cable,
or tappings from an overhead cable system stretched between poles.
The second noticeable change is the general adoption of large
mammoth cabhet incubators, generally of the all-electric t1?e,
instead of using a number of small incubators. The day-otd chick
trade has helped to bring this about. In a treatise published in 1935
by The Oxioid University Department of Agricultural Engineering
Research (author, C. A. Cameron Brovn), the ruaning costs of all-
electric incubators has been discussed and illuminatory figures given
to show the fallacy of the statement that oil-heated cabinets are
much cheaper in running costs than the all-electric tyPes.
In rearing appliances, opinions are still divided on the question
ol luminous or lamp t1?e heaters as against black heat types such
as plates or boards- Many of our consumers have arrived at the
conclusion that there is no difference in quality of the chicks pro-
duced. These brooders are now much more robust and simple than
the early t5pes and tlermostat control is becoming recognized as a
means of economy of current and labour.
In battery brooders preference is generally expressed {or the
types employing a separate warm compartment and a cooler feeding
compartment.
Our poultrv farmers and general farmers install electrical reariag
appliances as a matter of course as soon as a suppl-v- of electricity is
available.
Where laying houses o1 the semi or intensive type are in use, one
invariably finds electric lightirg installed for extended hour lighting
for winter egg production; the moming system or, altematively, the
late lunch system of lighting at I p.m. for one hour, seems the most
popular in our area. Owing to the seasonal tendency of the egg
prices to become dear early in the autumn, we find lighting is often
atarted in September and left off in late January. The lighting cost
generally works out at l-l unit per bird per period of five months.
The increased interest in table bird production has given rise to
increased use of motors for mash mixers, ventilating fans for large
fattening houses, poultry plucking machines, in addition to incu-
bators and brooders.
Many farmers who handle eggs in large quantities are now
installing egg-r,r'ashing and egg-grading machines, and trough
heaters lor *ater systems are used on farms where adult bird-
laying batteries are in use.
Chick sexing would be impossible *ithout the intense light
fumished by electricity, daylight lamps being used. A moveable
q4e of bracket or table fitting is the most convenient tyPe to install.
Some of our larger Iarms have small woodworking plants and
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machines electrically driven, to undertake repairs to houses and
equipmeDt, and many prefer to make their own wood equipment.
Electricity appeals to the small man iust as much as to the large
man, inasmuch as his labour costs are reduced, and labour is a
serious item in the poultry industry today.
El,ectric lleat on Falrns
Apart from the dairy applications of hot water ard sterilizing
and the poultry heat applications, electric heat may be used in food
boilers, warmers, soldering irons, grain sprouters and radiant or
tubular heaters for farrowing pens. One farmer in the North of
England has successfuUy used reflector bowl fires screwed to the
angle supports of his farrowing pens directing heat down on to the
young pigs in the corner of the pen. These fires may be obtained
for 8s. 6d. upwards. I am rather in favour of the radiant type of
heater for young pig. This tJape of heater could, of course, be used
for otier animals in cases of illness.
Hop Farms
Increasing use is heing made of electricity Ior driving ventilating
fans of various types, botb for exhaust use in the top of the kiln
and for " pusher " t)?e of fans for use with the various heating
systems using crude oil or low grade fuel, giving pure hot air through
the hop bed. These motors vary from ! h.p. to 20 h.p., depending
on the size and type of the plant. Probably due to the controlled
marketiag of hops, the hop farmer seems to be more ready to spend
money on new equipment, and more use is being made of unit drive
for fans, blowers, etc. This outlook is being aided by the makers of
drying plimt who preler electric drive, and build compressors and
fans incorporating unit electric motor drive. Hop growers advise
us that they preler electric drive if obtainable.
A number of modern kilns have been recently erected in Wor-
cestershire, incorporating thermostat control electrically operating
the oil supply to the burners. An electrical hopbagging press has
Iately been placed on thc market; this incorporates an ammeter
reading in lbs. pressure, and the whole outfit is a compact assemblr..
In my opinion electric heat for kilns is not yet economical ; whcn
it is applied it will have to be fitted to kihs of the multi-trav tvpe
or a dryer designed for continuous operation.
As previously mentioned, some of our hop growers have dried
short grass in their kilns. One should, however, fit perforated metal
floors instead of the hessian mats. As the temperature required for
grass is much greater than with hops, we also found that one had
to increase the volume of air going through the grass bed, also
increase the heat. Aaalysis proved that the dried sample was quite
good in feeding value.
Hop growers use lighting extensively in hop pickers' barracks,
)
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where the installation of electricity has cut dorrn the fire risk.
Needless to say, the installation should be robust.
Gtass Dryilg
During the last tnelve months there has been Breat interest in
our area in grass drying. The size of the motor required for the fan
is generally about 25 to 3O h.p. These dryers may also be used for
drl'ing corn or other seed crops threshed direct {rom the field.
In one particular drier the grass is dried in two stages by a
current of hot air drawn up through the grass beds-the drying is
continuous. The hot air is produced by gas from coke or anthracite
burned in a firebricklined chamber. The average drying time per
load is 25 to 30 minutes and from 4 to 8 tons of wet grass can be
handled in 8 hours, giving 21 to 33 cwts. of dried grass. Drying
goes on from April to September or October. The costs of electrical
Ian drives are given below.
The makers state that the electricity consumption will amount
to 28,000 units per season, so that these plants t'ill be good consumers
of electricity, iI somewhat of a seasonal load.
Dried grass, either from the bale or ground into meal, may be
fed to most farm animals.
Special A lplicariors oJ Elecbicity
Electrical battery vehicles give a simple means ol delivery trans-
port for dairy farmers in towns for house-to-house delivery. The use
is generally govemed by the distance from the farm to the town,
although some farmers transport their milk in petrol lorries to a
central distributing depot for delivery by electric vehicles. The
advantages of an electric vehicle are that there are no fumes or
smells, lubrication problems, erratic starting on cold momings, no
danger of frost, good acceleration, no vibration, therefore little wear
on the chassis and body, easy to drive. Batteries are charged in the
evenings, generally at special rates. The cruising speeds arsgenerally
16 to 25 miles per hour, and the range at X) miles per hour is about
40 miles per day. The average current used is one unit of charge
gives 5 miles' service, therelore about 8 to I units per day aie
necessary for charging. This application should be noted by farmers
who reside near towns.
Electric motors are used for driving Iruit graders for apples,
plums, and even soft fruits; these are generally o{ the I h.p. size,
but mav be as low as I h.p.
A number of farmers have installed motors of small sizes for
operating can-sealing machines in home canning plants.
Although humane killers do not come within the scope oI the
general farmer, some possess butchers'shops, and the use of an
electric stunner should not be overlooked by the country butcher.
There are a number oI horticulture applications which give
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evidence of becoming commercially possible, such as neon lighting
for prompting plant gror,yth.
In the poultry industry a certain make o{ incubator fits a time
switch controlling motor driven egg-turin5t gear, and also an animal
and bird dryer consisting o{ cages through which is bloq,n warm air.
In apiculture, centrifugal honev extractors driven bv fractional
h.p. moiors have tong been in use.'
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4. PRIYATE PLANTS yersus PUBLIC
SUPPLY
A farmer often says, " Why should I pay a supply authority
{I5O or so for giving me a supply when a private planf will generate
curent for me at a fraction of a penny per unit ? "
There are many points in this question which are not so delight-
fullv simple as they app€ar at first glance.
First of all, the generation of electricity is a specialist's !ob, and
a farmer has enough to do to look a{ter his onn particular industry
without trying to run a miniature power station, with all its $'orrv
of charging, repairs, purchase of fuel, etc.
Secondly. The first cost and installation o{ a plant rvith its
batteries is generally a larger charge than t}e sum asked by a supplv
authoritv to give an isolated supply. A batterl' plant of 50 volts
and onlr' I k.u. costs about {100 with erection and iitting, and al! k.w. plant of the Iuel oil tvpe would be over f20O fitted.
Admittedlv one can get light, and perhaps run a few very small
domestic appliances, but one is prohibited from using room-heating.
cooking, motors of several horse-power, and often I have been told
one has to mn the engine while the ladies are using the iron. There-
{ore, a farmer has a large capital outlay without being able to get
as great a use from electricity as if he had taken a public supplv.
Thirdlv. One hears wonderful figures on running costs, but
Iarmers have told me their plants have cost them in the region of
9d. to l0d. Per unit when all legitimate charges have been allowed,
such as standing and running charges, depreciation and upkeep, so
many plant users do not realise the very low annual plant load
factor of their private installations.
A recent paper read before the Institute of Electrical Engineers
by J. A. Sumner, Esq., gives some illuminating litures on the cost of
small private plants Irom figtrres collected from the owners them-
selves-these vary from 6.1d. to l2d. per unit.
Now if you wili look at Volume ll of Funn and Mafiine-
Tlu Rclort oJ u O{ord Agriadhoal Researcb Instilulz in Elghecr-
dr4g, you witl find an article on electricity tariffs in which is given
the average unit cost in a number of supply authorities' areas. For
the house the figure of 2.3d. to 2.5d. per units seems a fair average
in truly rural areas. For the farms, the truly rural areas work out
at the ligure of I.fi. to 1.6d. per unit.
On the total costs for house and farm combined the unit average
price is 1.6d. to I.76d. per unit.
Therefore one can see that it obviously pays to take a public
supply where one is at all available.
Maly farmers who have changed over to our mains would never
thin& of changing back to their old system.
30
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5. OPINTONS OF I'ARMERS USING
ELECTRICITY
For detailed testimonials I would refer intercsted parties to the
EDA. Booklet No. 1179, Fhn Yearc' Progress in thc'Elecbifieation
oJ Agicnlture round Chcster, by S. E. Britton, Esq. This contains
many actual testimonials with names and addresses.
Our own farmers say they would not retum to their old methods
-a. point which many of them stress is that when the men comehome from the fields at 4 to 4.30 o'clock on a winter's aftemoon,
they will push a button to start a motor to do half an hour's bam
work, where in the past it was difficult to get them to start up an
oil engine or run in and belt up a tractor for that short period.
Many farmers have found it does not pay to run in their tractors
to do a short time barn job, as bl, the time the tractor has warmed
up it is time to shut it down.
Dairy {armers on our supply, with electric dairy equipment,
make a {eature of this in their advertis€ments to customers,
The ex4hairman of the Herelordshire PoultrJr Association, who
possesses tivo mammoth cabinet all-electric incubators, considers
his costs to be one-third that which he used to pay for running small
oil heated machines.
Many poultry farmers rear their own stock for breeding br'
electric methods, and report the minimum of losses.
Farmers with pumping schemes have been able to {ight the
drought of the recent dry summers.
Regarding internrptions of supply to poultry farms, ue have
many cases where supplies have been off for 3 to I hours <-rn incuba-
tr-rrs with no ill effect. One poultry farmer quite voluntarily atlowed
us to interrupt his high tension line for l0 hours to effect alterations
to switch gear. He had an incubator with {,000 eggs in it, and he
was quite happy about it.
A remarkable case of the hardiness of the embryo of the egg is
illustrated by a recent incident at a poultry farm in our area. Thc
farmer has three small electric incubators of 150 chick size each;
on the fifth day of setting, he inadvertently switched one off at
5 p.m., he did not discover this until 8 a.m. next moming, a period
of l5 hours. The room temperature was 45' F., he left them in the
incubato. to see what would happen-l chick started chipping the
shell to time, and the bulk oI the remainder came out U days late,
with a hatch of about 75 Per cent.
AnotJrer farmer drying hops with two fan motors oI 2 and 3 h.p.
respectively and another 2 h.p. on the air compressor of his crude
3l
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oil heater, recorded a maximum demand oI 2 k.W. only, and used
only 4l units for a 2?hour run on his kilns-this included six lights
in his kitns as rvell as the motor load.
Finalty I would urge farmers to make use of the electricity
supply in as fulI a manner as possible, as by so dohg t}rey wiU not
only be helping themselyes to live under brighter and easier
conditions, but will also assist many other industrie.s, such as the IBritish coal trade and engineering industries, rvhich prosperity
will in turn result in a better demand Ior the farmers' produce.
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6. DETAILS OF ACTUAL
INSTALLATIONS
In this section I am giving examples of wiring and consumDtion
:o:ls on tITgg Welsh- farms, with aclcrowledgmen"t to ttre UnivJrsityLo ege of Wales. Aberstwr,'th,
Farm No. l. -
_ This-was a 7l acre holding, 4| acres arable and 66, acres grass.
ljre- marn euterpnse on the farm was milk production for ihich
17 dairy cows were kept. About 50 gallons oi milk rverc sold daiiv
but a sufficient number of calves to replenish the herd were reared.
The farm buildings were lit with 6 (a0 watt) tamps, S of which weie
fitted in the byre. Electric power was used foigrinding, kibblins
com, root pulping and chaffing. It was the inteniion ofihe farmei
to purchase an electrically drivcn milking machine immediatelv-
The electrical equipment in the Groome-d house consisted of "6
lighting points, but the only appliance used was an electric iron.
The- supply had been installed IShonths. Four people usually lived
in tbe house.
Equipnent a d lrrstaltation Costs
Wiritrg for light
Cost of motor (6 h.p.)
Itrstallat loa of motor
Wiring for light










Cx,relrt Co s\taptio Cosrs
Rato per unit: Light, ;ld.; t,owcr, lld.
Casl
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Farm No. 2.
This was a holdine of 100 acres, 2 acres of arable and 98 acres
oracs. Milk orcducti6n was the main enterprise; 36 dairy cows
iere carried, iogether with a few young stock and a small.flock of
sheeo. There wire 16lights in the farm buildirgs, 6 of which were
in tlie cowhouse. In the farm-house of 5 rooms there were two
.*i"L- urtn beirs in the kitchen. Etectric power was used for
milking, pumping;nd refrigerating. It had been instaled in l93o'
A bailiii,'his ivif; and thee- smal -dri.ld-ren lived in the house' The
minimum charge was f4 for the Year.
EQUIPITENT AND INSTALLATION COSTS
Fa,n: I s' d' {' s' d'
Wiritre for lishts .. 16 0 0
Cost o"f moto-r (2 h.p.) for milking .. .. l0 l0 0
Cost ot moto' lz t.i.l ror pumpiog .. .. t9 19 g
Crst of motor (t1 ti.i.1 toi retrigeratiog .. 9 I I
rNtallatiotr of a hot-ori .. .. t o o ,, o o
WiriDg lo. lisht I l5 O
'fi)tal /51 t6 0
CURRENT CONSTIMPf ION COSTS
Rate per uoit: Light, ?ld.; Power, I
l- Lighr I Poiucr Total
Cost
Un;ls f, s. d..
Cost
Urik f, s. d.
Cost
Uaits { s. d.





287 r 15 lol
260 l12 6
22 29
363 7 0 r0l
325 2 l0 7l
290 2ll 3
9S 2 rO l0I







A Ssiacre tarm, 40 of which were arable, 260 grass and 36 acres
rou.ch prazing. The stocking of the farm was as follows: work
i oEei,"g ; oth"er horses, 6 ; dai-ry cows, l() ; other cattle, 39 ; breeding
sows, 18; other Pigs, 4.-- it. ,itr. ot it&iricity were for lighting, PuPpTSr -Eln4LE,
chamns. DulDins. The light circuit of the tarm coosisted of 13 points,
*iiit.t l"ri'tr.i n"it" there-were 16 Lamps. Two fires and one iron had
h"en ourchased for use in the house and one cooker had been hired'
ii"" 'o"** were resident in the house. The supply had been
obtairicd just over 12 months.
r.)QUTPITENT AND INSTALLATION COST
Wiritrg for light
Cost of + h.P. mi p- Eotor






rrs( t r ir uutur
cost o[ installatioo of motors
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Hire of cooker, ll l(}s. 0d.
C nent C onsurnirion Costs
Rete per unit i Light, ?ld.; Po\ter, lld.
Lieht
Cost
U,its { s. d.
Tolal
Cost
Unirs { s. d.
480 :] 0
1162 /- .i









t2 t5 7 4 90 l{;}
In some instarces the cost of installation is rather high owing
to tbe lact that totally enclosed motors were used, and the installa-
tion was carried out ir 192&1930.
The next data are the consumPtion of a number of S.W. & S.
Power Company's farms, and comments on the trend of the usc of
c[rrent between the house and the actual farm.
DOMESTIC AND FARit CONSUITIPTIONS ON,6 SHROPSHIRE,
VORCESTTiRSHIRE AND STAFFORDSHIRE FARi\IS
33 I r0*
Farnt
l. Poultrv .. . .
2. Mixed-4nd Market GardeEitrg
3. Mired Avenage .. . .
4. llix€d
5. Mixed Average .. ..
6. Mired
7. Poultry .. ..
8. Mixed
9. Mi:ed and HoPs
10.
ll. Dairy ard Poultry
12. Gte€lhouse
13. Mixed atrd gops ..
14. Dairy ard Poultry
15- Aiable and Cattle . -
16. Mixed and Poultry
l?. Llir.ed including HoPs ..
18. Poultry aad Fruit . '
10. PoultrY (sma.ll) ..
20. PoDltrY .. ..
21. Poultry .. ..
22. Poultr,v .. ..
23. Dairy
Fatmhovse Fa/m Buil.dings
.. .{bout 209/. About tO%






















Units I s. d.
184 526,18 ll0 0
48 ll0 0
149 413 I
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On 12 farms domestic consumDtion is hisher than farm buitdins
and power, on 14 farms power ij higher.
Of the 4 dairy farms 2 show farming consumption much
greater than domestic consumptions; I shows level consumptions
and I shows domestic about twice power consumption.
OI thc l0 foultry farms; the 6 exclusively pcultry show:{ farming consumptions much higher than domestiC consumption.
I Iarming consumption about half domestic.
I farming consumption about level with domestic.
Of the 4 half-potrlhy Jarms:
3 show farming consumption much greater than domestic.
I shows farming consumption much less.
Ot tln lo mixed larns:
3 show farming consumption much higher than domestic.
I shows Iarming consumption slightly higher than domestic.
6 show farrning consumption much lower ttran domestic.
The I arable farm shows larming consumption less than domestic.
The mixed arable {arrns show similar results-
The I greenhouse establishment shows a large Iarming load.
This sample oI farms shows the large variety in consumptiors
and characteristics which might be expected froh the diversity of
farming conditions in the coutrtry.
Of the 26 farms, data show that 15 have cookers, 18 are using
electric motors totalling 236 h.p. an average of l3 h.p. per farmi
The range is from 5 to 26 h.p.
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7. DATA
This last Section deals with running costs of t5pical farm
machinery, and costs at lld. per unit.
Achowledgments to various authorities are due Ior information
in compiling this data sheet : The Agricultural Engineering Research
Department of Oxford University ; The Agricultural Deparhnent
o{ t}.e G.E.C., Ltd. ; The University College of Wales, Aberystw5rth ;
The Institute of Electrical Engineers for private pliant data from a
paper by J. A. Sumner, Esq., ou " Private Plants and Public
Supply Tariffs" and the British Electrical Development Association.
In as many cases as possible I have used my own figures for
running costs.
COSA OF OPERATI\G FAR.\{ fTACHINERY AT TId. PER UNIT
GENER.{L I]ARtr{ING APPLIANCES
Size of -llotor o/
I-oadir.g Req*ired
Cos, l4'orh DoLe Pel
Unit
Chaff Cutter 2i to ; h.p. Small cutter 6d.
per ton
I-arge cutter 4d.
4 crvt- {or I u,rit
7 to 8 cwt. Ior
I udt
Itoot Pulper + to r h.p. *d. per toa 2 tons per unit
Cake Break + to 2 h.p. lld. per ton I ton per unit










Threshing li to l; h.p. lod. to ls. per
hour
7 to I units per
totr of grair




Dry \Iash Mixer i to l0 h.p. 2d. to 2ld. per l0 to 12 cwts. per
utrit
Sheep SheariDg .. * to _l h.p. 20 sheep for lld. I unit {or 20
sheep
I
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nitCosl of OQaating Farm Marhinery at lld. Oer U
F, A
ImPlcrncnt Size oJ Motor or
Loading R.quircd
( Ds, lYorh Don ?er
Uni,
Milkilg }lachiaes I to 3 h.p. id. to ld. per
corf, per lreek
l to I uDit per
corv per *'eek
Milk Cooler I to 5 h.p. 25 - 30 gaIs.
cooled Ior ld.
35 galls- per unit
Electric Charo
(2cgalloo size)
I to 2 h.p. 80 lbs. of butter
for ld.
100 lbs. oI butter
churned for
oBe unit
Separator , . I to 2 tt.p. 120 galls. for ld. 150 galls. of milk
for I uait
Sterilishg Chest 4tol2kll. ft. to l/3 pcr
steitisitrg
operatioD
{ to l2 utrits Pcr
operatioD





25 to 50 galls. 2l to 3 galls. of hot \tater Pet lnit
Stu[aiDg 70 to 250 \'atts l,i0o ariEals I :,ooo.oi-"t. P..
stutrtred for ld.l utrit
oul.ryr Farming Afi








1,200 \r'atts 8 chicks for ld. 90 uaits for 000
chicks per week
Electric Brooder . , 20O watts, l0O-
chick size




60 \r'atts per 20O
sq. It. floor
area, 60 hens
-{t 8d. per udtfor 4 hours
per day, 2d.
per day




Eg8 Tester 60 watts at 8d.
per uait






Egg Grading Ith to I h.p. 3,1)00 to 6,Ofi)
eSgs graded
per hour
l5 to 18,000 egg.
graded for onc
nnit, or lld.




16 \r'atts 65 hours for lld. 65 hours per
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GENERAL DATA FOR FARMERS
l. Comparuiioe Prices per H.P. of Pdrol,, Parufi,n arul Crudc Oil
aiil Ekdtic Motots



























l0 h.P. . '
Per h.p.
Slip Ring Motors :
20h.p. .. .. 56 2 O
Per h.p. .. 215 2
25h.p. .. .. 62 6 0
Per h.p. .. 2 l0 0
Electric Motors are complete with rails, pulley and control.
2. Gress Dryirg Cosk f/orn tk I.C-l. flatdbook ott" Gruss Dryittg."
88 units per tou of dded grass, therefore, at lld. per writ tlis
equals 9/2 per ton. With current at lld. per unit electricity costs
l2|o/o of cost o{ production per ton and 60/o of valued cost of dried
product.
:t. Hols Dllirg Costs fron a Worccslershire FNm.
9 tons of hops dried for 1,107 units of electricity or 123 units per
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4. Steilizing Chest Costs. Tests Taken on a Worceskrshira Fqrm.
-- yjlh. a 4..ft. by 3_ ft. by 3 ft.- 36 c..ft. electric sterilizing chest.l0 kW. loading----cold water in reservorr.
45 minutes to sterilize- 7| rmits consumed.
When water at lm'F. was place in sterilizer water resenoir
30 minutes to sterilize-5 units consumed.
Tesls ott a Seeold Worceslershire Fann.
_Chest 5Jt. by 4 (t. by 3 ft. - 60 c. ft., loading I0 kW. ChestunJagged-I8 units-time taken I bour EO minutis. With warm
\rater at about 100'F. inserted in chest reservoir-
Same chest lagged-IO units-tirne taken I hour-with warm
water at about l0O" F. inserted in chest reservoir.
This illustrates the necessit5r for efrcient lagging.
Dah of Cane ol Soma Sordh Waks Farats.
Tablzl. Consumption oJ Cunent (t8 Farmsl
Groups l-l1. ag. l Total I Ao./oE? .!tt.?rua( I _tftrae. I Aurrase
I No. ol I tnits I Unita I tnii I C.,f I cosi
_l 1","p' l!1d _lp-t.*,p1p. 1",,,,i p", ,*^ lp- ,-,eI I I i 1s.a. lrs.aUnder olamps I r | 621 ' ts i7 ll s el"ir rr&lolarnps.. t E I t,942 I 18 : t{9 I { tg 9l ll :lGl4 laEps I 12 | 2,Bzo i t; I JtJ l6lr 8l rr I
over l4lamps I 22 | 6,856 lJ J42 | to t{ 9 | $ ;
Data ol Motot Cosls or Some So h Wales Farms.






















_ _ -tt o! Iigures are produced with ackno\vlcdgment toUnivenity College of \I/ales, Aberystwith. "
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Aclual , annfialh ina&alor cosls e racled, lrom ,, Elactricit! in
Poukry Farmirg" by C. A. Cameron Brou,n, Eiq., uith achtoullzds-
rueflls lo lhe aulhor and tha lnslitute Jor Agiirltural Ergitceriig
Resear ch, O xJor d U niuer sity.
Cost per chick in terms of units with goo/o hatch-___over several
mak€s of machines -.0b8, -.04?, -.144, :.024, _.066, _.088,
-.034, -.I33, -.148 units.These figurcs give the following fizures of units consumcd ner
100 chicks-produced -5.8, -4.7, -t+-.+, -2.q, -6.6, -8.8, _3'.4.
-13.3, -14.8, units.Cost of one anthracite hot-water table mammoth .052d. per
chick or 5.2.d. per 100 chicks-
Costs of an oil-heated mammoth with electric fan drive with oil
at 7d. p€r gallon and current at Id. per unit. the fisues are .Ot2i.
per chick for oil and .025 units for the fan per chick tf,is equals.O?7d.
per chick or 7.7d. per t00 chicks.
The overall cost of a group of various makes at a farm equalled
.1,1fr. per chick with oit at 7d. and electricity at ld., this'equats
14.6d. per 100 chicks.
These figures controvert the statement that oil heated mammoths
are much cheaper than electric heated mammoths.
Electricity in the House
Onc unit of electricity \;i[ do the followinq household iobs:
produce 3 galJons of hot water at 150" F. froit a water he'arer
heat a 1,000 c. {t. room for I hour ; boil a }pint kettte 5 or 6 timei ;qo a oay s cookrng ror one person ; toast 60 to 60 pieces of bread :run a vaculun cleaner for 4 hours; drive a washing machine for
4 hours; heat a domestic iron Ior 3 hours; run ;b";i fi;; i;;2 hours; make 60 cups ot corfee : heat your shavine *.i"i i..I week; work a sewing machine for 2l hours; liAht- a 60-watr
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ELECTRIC MOTORS
FARM MA
By F. E. Rowreno, A.M.I.E.E.
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Owing to the great increase in electrical development in rural
areas since the date of this report, t}le number of electric motors
installed at present must exceed the above figures very largely.
The use of electric motors on farms has increased greatly
throughout the world of recent years. This is exemplified in the case
of Gerrnany where the increase from 1925 to lg33 was 56o/o-Iron
746,000 to 1,169,000. In that country 93% of agricultural power
units are now electric and 80o/o of farms are connected to supply
mains (Hamburg World Economic Archives).
Tfics oI Mota/s
Electric motors used on farms fall roughly into three cateSories :
Fie. l. Componenls of squirrel cage inductioD motor showi.Dg simPle- and robust constructio!.
Single Phase Up to I h.p.
Three Phase, Squirrel Cage .. f h.p. to 7l h.p.
Three Phase, Slip Ring Over 7| h.P.
Tbe type used in specific cases depends upon the requirements
of local supplv authorities, and is largely governed by ttte maximum
startine c:urrint permissible, which may be influenced by the
positioi of a farm in relation to the electriaity distribution network.
iior instance, t}re requirements might be less exacting for a farm
supolied from its own transformer than {or oDe situated at the end
of i long feeder supPlying several consumers. Small single-phase
machinei rnay be connected to the same supply as the lighting aad
heating installation and are employed lor pumps, incubators, bottle
wasbei, etc. Three-phase squirrel cage motors are the simPlest in
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starting current has to be limited with higher powers, slip-ring
machines must be employed. Although it G usuil for motirrs o'i
Fig. 2. Protected t)?e squirrel cage iuductio[ motor.
over I h.p. to be three-phase, sometimes onlv a single ohase suoolv
is available, which necessitates the employmint of jm6re 
"*penli"Lt)?e of motor.
The rating of power output of an electric motor depends on its
I
Fig. 3. Totally enclosed slip-ring inductiou motor.
temp€rature rise; consequently a standard protected machine in
which. thgre is ample- provision for ventilation will give a greater
output than a totally enclosed motor of the sami dime-nsions.
Totally enclosed machines, ttrereforc, are considerablv larper and
more expensive tban protected type. A recent introductioi is the
cowlrooled motor in which a totally enclos€d design is used, with
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a cowl containing a fan, covering part of thc framc. This arrange-
Fig. 4. Cowl-cooled squirrel cage induction motor.
ment provides additional ventilation and results in the size and
price of ttre motor being less than a totally enclosed machine.
The dilference in prices between various types of motors and
variation in size between protected and totally enclosed machines
is shown below :
Com|arisott, bel.ueefl Sq,a'i el Cage Prolectel anl Totally
Ettclosed, a Sli[-Ring Prctzcled Mok ts.
t(D/440 volts,3-phase, 50 cycles 960 r.p.m.





























Squirrel Cage motors include stardelta startcrs, pulley and
slide rails.
SlipRing Motors include rotor and stator starting panels,
pulley and slide rails.
The figures are typical for comparison.
As an example it will be observed that a 3 h.p. totally enclosed
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type antl that the prices of these two types are similar, whilst the
risi oI a slipring in place of a squirrel-cage motor necessitate-s a
considerabte increase in price.
Conbol, ard Ottcrlod
Fig. 5, Pu'ih-button direct-to-line starter'
Starting and control of electric motors is extremely simple, in
many case-s being effected by operating a switch or Press4g 1
butt6n, whilsl sv;'n the most c;milicated operation consists only of
moving a lever through two positions. The type of starter adopted
Fig. 6. Air break Star-Delta st4rter showing hinged lid.
is govemed by the mlximum current it is permissible to take from
the maiIr5 when starting. It is usual to start motors up to aPproxi-
(
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mately 3 h.p. by switching them direct on to the tine, andjmotors
Fig. ?. Aii brcak rctor and stator starting patrel.
uD to ?l h.D. mav be controlled bv stardelta starters, whilst
-'""r'i"i of iarger-sires are of the slip ring type with rotor atrd
stator starting p-anels. Typical starting characteristics of standard
&phase motors ere shown below :
r--F
I TypeolMao,l lr.hod ,'f sta,ti,'el staai,E c ,rdtt I t"'u"s r-q"" I
| *,*---," i i,,.*,.-*n,,* [^;- "i- ,t-." I ipr''"* rso% II -' ' I - I 'fi, tod I of full load I
I I star-aelta I Twice full load I {0% of fuU load I
I stip riioe I ltoror ana stator I Full load I 
Full load 
Itt
Electric motors are able to withstand considerable temPorary
overload, the following fiSures being tyPical :
oue oad I Tin?
fi:" I t; llrn . to : Hours accordins to h.l.
i and spee(r
lo"k I t Min.
loo:1, I 15 Sccs.
The provision o{ suitable protection in starting -equipment
ensures tirat motors are disconneited from the supply in the event of
excessive overload; this not only protects the motor but also the
driven machinery from damage. The inclusion o{ a no-volt feature
ensures that ir 
-tie 
event oian intermption to tie supPly to a
motor, the starter is tripPed and when the supply is resumed, the
moior'will not start agiin until the starter is operated' This
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prevents thc possibilitv of accident through machines beine re-
started from a remote situation. All motors-with a rating exceidine
! h.p. should tr provided uith overload and no-volt protection.
Motor Speeds
An electric motor is essentially a fast running machine, and
standard designs are available from 58O r.p.m. to 2800 r.o.m.. th"
price for slow speeds being greater than for Ligb. For the types used
on farms, the most economicat speed as regards the firif cost is
approximately l40O r.p.m. However, as the majority of farm
machines run at slow speeds, it is usual for motors on farms to be
of 960 r.p.m. and this reduction has not a verv material effect on
the first cost.
Mai znatue
The maintenance oI electric motors is extremely simple, all that
is required being a little grease in the bearings at intervals of a few
months and a periodical examination every six or twelve months,
according to the situation, to ensure that the interiors are not
excessively clogged with foreign matter, which can generallv be
removcd b1'blo$'ing out with a pair of bellorvs.
Fired llolors
In this country, the majority of farms are equipped with courter-
shalting from rrhich existing barn machinery, purnps, etc., are
driven, and rvhen electricity becomes at.ailable it is the usual
practice to instal an electric motor to &ive this shafting when the
existing engine requires replacing. Standard protected machines
Fig. 8. Countershaft drii.e. Starter mountcd on motor.
are generally rced, running at about g6O r.p.m., although when
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such motors are working in very dusty or dirty situations, it is
recommended that thev should be totally enclosed, pipe ventilated
or cowl cooled.
Portable Motols
Portable motors are employed when one source of power is
required to drive various machines in dilferent parts oI farm build-
ings, but their use is not as widespread in this country as is some-
times imagined. The equipment should be of robust construction
and a satisfactory compromise established between portability and
stabilitv when driving. Two wheeled trucks may be employed up
Fig. 9. 5 h.p. portable motor and courtershaft on tu'o-lvheeled truck.
to 7{ h.p., whilst over this size. due to the greater weight, four-
wheeled- construction is preferable. .A.lthough the maiority of
designs are a combination oI tmcks on which the motor and control
geai are mounted, there is one notable excePtion, namely the
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" Drumotor " in which the whole unit is in the form of a steel drum,
Fig. 10. 5 h.p. portable farm .. Drumotor,, in traDsit.
which enables it to be transported wittr particular faciliw. When a
portable motor is to drive ieveral maciines working ai different
speeds and the full variation cannot be obtained bv meins of variou.
sized pulleys, slow speed countershafts or g"i.ing with inter-
changeable pullel's may be incorporated in tha port;ble unit.
For threshing in yards and otler healy duties when portable
Fig. ff. 20 h.p. heavy duty portable motor diiving thresher.
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motors are required, equipment of 15 h.p. to 3O h.p. of heaq,
construction with a four-wheeled bogey is employed.
When it is desired to move a motor only at occasional intervals
and the elaboration of a portable unit is not essential, a useful
compromise is that of a " Skidmotor " in which the motor and
control gear are mounted on wooden skids. These urits, although
not as rEad.ily transported as portable motors, have the advantage
of being less expensive and are easily moved when the occaslon
requires.". The deiign oI portable motori should be sufficiently robust
to'stand up to iough'usage and the electrical equipment and
connections'of. qu"ity to -ensure reliability and safety. Flexible
leads should be k6pt aJ short as Possibte by tIe provision. of plug
connections adjacent to the positions where the motor is to be used'
Direcl Coupled. and Buil,t-in Molors
U.c'lini,t with <lir."t coupled motors occupy a minimum of
FiS. f2. 5 h.p. " Skidmotor."
rig. @der and crusher.
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space, \philst transmission losses associated with belts, counter-
shafting and gearing are eliminated. When machines are used
sufrciently to warrant ttre provision of a separate motor, this
arrangement may be used with advantage, whilst when the expense
oI direct drive is too great a very satisfactory compromise may be
effected by employing " V " rope drive which enables considerable
speed reduction to be obtained with the motor and machine mounted
at close centres.
Fig. 1.1. Chaff cutter \flth vee roF motor drive.
A further step in the evolution of electric drive is the provision
of machines with motors built into them and lorming part of the
main design. This practice is, of course, common in other industries
where electrilication is more widespread and has been established
Ior longer, and will no doubt be adopted in the agricultural industrv
in the future. trIachines of this description have been developed in
France where there is a considerable market anontst a large number
of small peasant farmers. To secure the maximum benefit from this
development, it v'ill no doubt be necessary to redesign many
machines, so as to obtain the greatest efficiency from the high
speeds and smooth torque obtainable with electric drive. Ha.mmer
mills and crearr separators lend themselves readily to this arrange-
ment on account of their high speeds, but such machines as chaffers
and pulpers which are essentially slow running would require con-
siderable modification.
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Pmou aul OriQtt
The size of motor and output for various typical bam machiner-r'














































The ligures given above apply to tyPes of machinery generally
in use and may vary in some instances.
)
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FARM WIRING and EARTH LEAKAGE
By C. A. CAMERoN Bnow, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
(Inslitutc fot Rcsearch in Agricultural Eryiwniag, Orforill
Ir is a remarkable fact, but none the less understandable, that the
average farmer pays more attention to the purchase of a minor
implement than to the quality and kind of -his electrical wiring
installation. The insta.llation on a fair-sized farm will have a cosi
manv times that of most implements and may be as much as or
more than that of a tractor. It will be expected to outlast the
implement or the tractor by many years and will be expected to
give no trouble. )iotwithstanding this, the farmer often-pays but
perfunctory attention to the choice and layout of the insiailation
and contents hims€lf, where he has gone so far as to invite alternative
estimates, with choosing the lower.
I wish that this state of affairs was due to well-placed faith in
the integrity oI wiring contractors and their materials, but this is
not the case. Perhaps this should be expla.ined by sayilg that where
a firm has reached the status of " contractor'" i[ ba-s usuallv a
reputation to maintain and that satisfactory dealing mav'be
expected, but that there are evenrwhere small firmi who are
capable of only inferior work---*ometimes unscrupulously so but
often through well-meant incompetence.
There are certain fundamental rules in approaching this problem
of wiring :
(l) Alwa)T, get two or more altemative estimates.
(2) Always suspect the all-in estimate. A good estimate should
be detailed. The smart estimator who gives the buildings a hurried
look and produces a figure while you wait may impress but it woutd
be unwise to trust him. If he has over-estimated he nets a good
profit, but if he finds that costs arc mounting. he takes stei-s t,,
skimp the job. The good firm does not gamble but measures ub the
job, apportious the cost and adds a standard percentage for pio(ir.
By detailed estimates we do not necessarily require thativery wirinq
point should be priced, but everv point should be specified ior botF
position and for material.
(3) Always go over tbe ground with the firm's representative
and show him where you vrant the various points and outlets to be :
if he should suggest modifications, take the trouble to be satisfied
that this will suit you.
(4) Always check c,ver the estimate on the site and see whether
t}le points and services scheduled agree \yith vour original under-
standing \vith the firm's representative : even a good firm mav make
a mistake.
(5) Never accept the lowest estimate blindly without ascertain-
ing in writing that the materials us€d are of equal standard to thosc
u
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specified in the higher estimates. Suspect any estimate appreciably
lower than the rest ;it may be genuine, but be sure.
In very many cases where the contracting firm has a high
reputation and experience in farm work, there should be no occasion
{or the farmer to interest himself in either the materials or the
application of them. Unfortunately, however, there are Iirms
capable of excellent workmanship but having no experience of farnt
work, and small electricians who have no ideas bevond conventional
Iead wiring. It is as well, then, for the farmer to have some idea of
the materials best suited to his circumstances and on which he can
insist.
It is essential to be clear a-s to ttle main conditions and functions
of a wiring system. We ma1' assume tlat all farm supply is alternat-
ing current at 23Ol'. single phase and 40Ov. three-phase. For
technical reasons the supply company connects one side of the
single phase (i.e., one vire) and the neutral wire of a three-phase
supply to earth. This means that one wire-the live rvirc-- -of the
pair in every single phase circuit ard the three live u'ires in the
tlree-phase circuit are at a pressure of 230 volts abor-e earth ; there
is also, of course, a pressure between the wires themselves. Unwanted
and dangerous current will llow if either of the wires are browht into
contact or if a live rvire touches earth or any part of a building or
structure which is in through contact with earth. In a drvelling
house there require to be water or gas pipes in the room or a stone
floor before this condition is possible but in the farm buildings there
are usually stone walls or floors throughout, or bare earth, so that
contact with " earth " is an imminent possibility.
The wiring system must provide insulation to prevent such
unwanted contact and in all modem systems this consists of a thin
coating or shell of rubber round the wires. This may be of pure
rubber or of vulcanised india-rubber or of a combination of bottr.
To meet tie temperature conditions over the farm, vulcanised
indiarubber (V.I.R.) is preferable. Any other srapping or sheathing
is extra to the insulaton and is for some other purpose, such as
mechanical protection. A wiring system which confines itself to its
primary function, that of insulating its conductors, is known as an
'' all-irrsulated " system and is supplied by wiring carried out in one
or other oI the family oI tough rubber-sheathed cables knowr
generally as cab-tyre sheathed (C.T.S.) cable, and used in conjunc-
tion with fittings and switches of insulating material such as
baLelite or porcelain. A lighting system can be all-insulated but
where there are motors a hybrid system is used and is described
tater. Another " all-iasulated " system which is suitable for special
conditions is taped and braided V.I.R. insulated cable carried on
oorcelain cleats.' The " eartbed " sl,1steE of wiring is based on the principle that
iI there should be a breakdown o{ insulation it is better to alford
it an immediate and certain path to earth and so blow the fuses than
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to leave it to a casual and perhaps dangerous contact on the Part of
a workman to do so. For this purpose the insulated conductors are
themselves enclosed in a metal casing which _is made electrically
continuous throuBhout the s-vstem and at one or more points
brought into good contact with the ground. This is, in theory, an
excellent idea, but depends for its success and its safety on the metal
casing being in proper electrical continuity. The conditions on a
farm are such--damp, fumes, cold and heat-that everlthing tends
to destroy or at an]' rate to spoil that electrical continuity; metal
msts or corrodes and high resistances are introduced at every join.
An " carthed " systcm with an imperfect earth casing is more
dangerous than an all-insulated system ; when a leak takes place thc
Ieakage potential is sprcad out over an exposed area bet$'een two
bad joins and there is more chance of accidental contact.
Generally speaking, then, an earthed system is to be avoided
on the farm but if thc idea of continuous earth protection appeals
it can be achieved in one of three ways :
(I) By a tubing s1'stem in which V.LR. cables are drawn into
galvanised steel tubes or zinc impregnated rustproof (Z.I.R.) tubes
and all pipe joints scrzu'ed.
Any sort of grip joint is to be avoided as is black-enamelled
tubing. The joint boxes, etc., should be cross-bonded to avoid the
effect of rust in the cut thread. Only a first-class firm can make a
good iob of this system as the lay-out must be planned to prevent
free moisture entering the system and yet to allow ample ventilation
to carry off condensed moisture.
The big advantage of this system is that the cables are almost
completely protected from mechanical damage and on a fault
developing, a section can be easily withdrarvn and replaced.
(2) By a metal-sheathed cable system incorporating a continuous
bonding wire inside the metal sheath. This is jointed up inside the
joint boxes when the power wires are joined. This makes a more
p€rmanent earthed circuit than relying on the sheathing itself,
clarrped at the various boxes. This system depends for long service
on keeping danp out of the ends of the cut cables and to do this
each joint box should be packed with plastic compound ; the number
oI cut ends should be kept to a minimum by " loopinS-in. "
This system is generally regarded as being strong mechanically
but this is a mistaken view, the lead o{fering little real protection
from mechanical impact and is subject to corrosion from stable
fumes, etc.
(3) By a C.T.S. system with a third continuous earth wire run
inside the sheathing and jointed inside the joint boxes, and with
plastic compormd packed into the boxes.
It will have been gathered that an earthed system is uot
recommendd for farm wiring and this is actually so. The conditions
are so likely to cause deterioration in the eaJth circuit that it is lelt
that even a well-built installation would sooner or later become
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dangerous from that cause. An improvement is effected by using
tlre internal earth wire but it is considered that this step is quite
rmnecessary. It is recommended that for the wiringof farmbuildings
an " all-insulated " system be installed, using C.T.S. or similar type
cable and all fittings an(l fixtures of bakelite or similar insulating
material; all ioint boxes .r switch boxes should be packed with
cold plastic comFound. The rable uscd should be of 600 megohm
grade-the 2.50O meg grade t. 'rrttecessary-and should be of
" Vicma " standard, this rndicates the Cable Makers Association
grade, using V.I.R. for the insulation, which is preferable to pure
rubber for farm conditions. If this is specified and carried out therc
need be no fcar of the materials being faulty.
If power is used the installation cannot be altogether " all-
insulated " since thc motor casings and starter boxes will be of metal
which must be earthed. This can best be done by running an
individual earth wire to a separate earth on each group. If there is
any difficulty in making a good earth----or indeed in any case-an
earth leakage switch should be fitted to the motor. This will not add
so l-ery much to the cost but will add considerably to the general
safety.
The C.T.S. covering the cable is very strong indeed and affords
substantial protection from mechanical damage as well as being
impervious to damp or the eIIect of ammonia fumes. fntelligent
running of the cable and placing of the switches---admittedll'
breakable if o{ bakelite or porcelain-will add considerably to
freedom from da.mage and inconvcnience.
It is probably the one real drawback to C.T.S. that on exposurL'
to daylight it hardens and ultimately cracks, a condition rvhich onll'
becomes serious if the cable is moved or iI there is much damp about.
Then, too, most farm-building intcriors are far from enjoving a statt'
approaching anything like honest daylight. To be on the safc sidc
and to make the very best job, use should be made of a t!?e of
C.T.S. cable having an outer braiding rvhich obviates the diftcuh-
raiscd by exposure to light.
All flexible leads to appliances zrrsl be of C.T.S. cable and all
suspended light flexes should. be. 'fhe ordinary twisted silk-covered
fles is quite ursuitable. Before accepting the materials, inspect th('
t1rye of plug offered. You ['ill have to wire in most of the portablc
appliances for yourself ard some typcs of plug are very' (limcult
indeed totirc properll'. Choose a tlpe rvhich is easilv u'ired. Thes,'
plugs will have threc pins, the large one being that connected to thc
earth wire. Unless thc casing of thc appliance is made of insulating
material, bakelite for instance, a three-wirc flexible will be required
and should be specified r^'hen the appliance is bought. The plug,
when opened, will probably havc a label showing which of the pins
is " live " and which " neutral "-a.ltematively the live pin may be
colourcd red Ior part of its length. The red covered rvirc in the
Ilexible should be connected to the " live " pin and the black to thc
neutral pin. The white wire goes to the earth pin.
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So far as the farmhouse is concerned, there is no difference from
any other tyPe of residence and any of the standard systems, in first-
class materials, of course, may be used. Enamelled tubing or lead-
sheathed systems are probably more generally preferable. The use
of Nonazo (Non-Association) grade of cable is allowable and effects
a small economy.
Amateur wiring is strongly to be discouraged ; so many attempts
result in appalling results, and it is, indeed, o{ten dimcdt to poht
out the defects to the proud perpetrator. But that should not
discourage taking an interest in the installation, both b€fore and
after its execution. Trouble will often be minimised by anticipation
if regular insulation tests are carried out. This should be done once
a year and the cost of bringing a man out to do it can be reduced
by arranging with one or two neighbours to have theirs done at the
same time. In ttre same way, since travelling is one of the s€rious
expenses in the conhactor's estimates, a substantial reduction in
wiring costs can usually be arranged by one or two adjacent farms
having their wiring done at the same time by the same firm.
Leahage Plotecliotl
Raising ttre question of protection Irom leakage potentials is not,
as so often assumed by the lay press, to draw attention to the dangers
of using electricity. It is merely to explain how one source of danger,
inseparable Irom the use of electricity--as there are equal dangers
inseparable irom the use of gas, oil, petrol, etc.,-is being met and
overcome,
Wherever there is metal work, the casing either of a wiring
system or of an appliance, likely to be charged with a dangerous
potential on a brea-kdo$Tr of insulation taking place, it is necessary
to proyide some means of cutting off the supply to the weak point.
The established metlod has been to connect all exposed metal work
to earth so that when ttle fault develops the resultant rush of
current blows the fuse and so isolates the faulty section. Unfor-
tunately in rural areas where resort must be made to local " earths "
the resistance of tlese is often so high that sufficient current will not
flow to blow the fuse. The maximum pressure to earth is 230 volts
ard as it is nothing uncommon to have earth resistances of 5O ohms
and more in dr5r weather, it is obvious that a leakage current of
only some 4.5 amperes will flow ; this is insufficient to blow the
so-called 5 amp. fuses which are usually fitted to lighting and light
appliance circuits. It willbe seen how little chance therc is of blowing
the bigger fuses on the power circuits requiring 90, 30 or {0 amps.
Of recent years, horvever, there has been developed the " earth
leakage trip " which is a device actuated by the potential impressed
on the metal work by the leakage so as to bring out the switch when
a certain potential on the exposed metal work is reached. The
leakage circuit incorporates a very sensitive trip coil which requires
only a few milliampcres to flow before bringing out the switch and
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so rendering the defective section dead. The coil itself requires a
potential of some 20 to 30 volts aud a circuit of 20 to 30 milliamperes
to actuate it; this means that with a 50-ohm earth resistance the
switch will operate with a leakage potential of about 30 volts. In
practice, however, there is much more likelihood of encountering a
full pressure to earth of 230 volts, which means that the trip will
operate even if the total earth resistance, including the substation
resistance, is something over 5,000 ohms. Thus the use of one oI
these switches procures absolute safety uader practically every
rural condition.
The use of the earth leakage trip has a bearing on the wiring
system to be installed. If an all-earthed system is used and iI it is in
good condition, any leakage potential on one part of the casing will
immediately be spread over all t}re system and every leakage trip
will come out. In practice on a system of this sort only one leakage
trip would be Iitted at the mains end. This would mean, however,
that if any leak took place the whole installation would be out of
action, which might be highly inconvenient. lVith the all-insulated
system, however, each motor or appliance would have its own
leakage trip switch and a fault developing in the apparatus and
causing a leakage potential on its casing would only cut out the
supply to the apparatus. There is a strong possibility that leakage
trip switches will have their value more fully recognised and their
application extended. Keeping this in mind as a futue, if not an
immediate condition, one would certainly specify an all-insulated
installation using a C.T.S. or other tough rubber cable.
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ROTHAMSTED MEASUREMENTS
COMPARING FUEL AND
ELECTRICITY AS A SO{-IRCE OF
POWER
(By G. H. Cashen, M.Sc., and. Dr. B. A. Keen, F.R.S.\
I rrttoductiofi
Tntnr are few larms that do not use today some lorm ol power-
either tractors or stationary oil engines or both-for the various
operations in and around the farm buildings. The extension of rural
electrification is proriding more and more farmers rvith the
opportunity of using electric motors instead oI intemal com-
bustion engines for this work. While electricity has a number ofvery
definite advantages, particularlv for lighting, cleanliness, and
simplicity and convenience in operation, to which the farmer can
assign some money value, his main concern is to know the relative
costs of electric and mechanical power on his orm farm for his
average -r'earlv requirements in grinding, pulping and other farm
operations. For this purpose he must first ascertain the relative
power consumption of electricity and fuel for the same job of work ;
e.9., the number of units of electricity and the number of gallons of
fuel required to grind a ton of barley to a given fineness. There is
already information available from which he could ascertain these
comparative figures- The manufacturers of barn machinery car say
what horse-power the machine rcquires for efficient and economical
running; and, in their turn, the electric motor and intemal
combustion engine makers can give the electricity or fuel consump
tion of a porver unit delivering the required horse porvcr.
Probably most farmers would have a natural suspicion that
such figures erred on the side of optimism, and that under normal
farm conditions a lower eficiency would be achieved. Whether this
be so or not, it is clear that direct comparative measurements under
farm conditions of the quantity of electricity and of fuel consumed
for the same operations will be a useful guide to farmers. This is the
purpose of the Rothamsted measurements; to show for t,?ical
operations how many units of electricity are equivalent to one
gallon of paraffin or petrol or heary oil. With this figure, and
knowing also the quantity and cost of the oil fuel he already uscs,
the farmer who contemplates changiag to electricity could compute
what the equivalent quantity of electrical power would cost him.
This is, of course, putting the matter in its simplest form; the final
comparison must include such compariscns as tlte cost oI equipment,
depreciation aud repair and, in the case of electricity, any charge for
bringing t}le supply to the Iarm ; the money value the farmer puts
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on the undoubted conveniences oI electric porver, alreadv mentioned.
above, must also be taken into account.
Thc Rothamsted measurements are madc under the normal
conditions oI farm work, except that accurate and detailed recor&
of fuel and electricity consumptions are taken, together with
mrmerous subsidiary records required in the final calculations. In
order to reduce the effect of irregularities due to variations in the
qualitv of the Iarm produce (e.g., as between the top and bottom of
a stack in ttreshing experiments) the usual procedure is to use the
electric motor and the interlal combustion engine altemately in
short periods, treating each period as a separate expe{iment.
The experiments to date have been on threshing wheat, oats and
barley, and on the grinding of barley for meal.
T hreshittg E xperiments
Stacks oI oats, wheat and barley built closc to the farm buildirgs
u'cre threshed. Three sources of power rvere used:
(I) A General
motor ;
Electric Companr'\Yitton 20 h.p. portable
(2) A new International
tractor, t}lat had done about
experiments ;
Harvester Company f0-20 h.p.
100 hours' farm work before these
(3) An old International Han'ester Company tractor in use at
Rothamsted since April 1928 and still in fair condition after 7,000
hours'work.
Sixteen two.hour runs rvere madc, of which seven $'erc rvith thc
motor, six with the new tractor and three $'ith the old. ' Special
arrangements were madc to obtain accurate measurements of thc
electricity, and the fuel and lubricating oil used in each experiment,
and in addition records of the fol.lowing were taken :
(l) ttre weight oI produce as first and second-grade grain, offal,
chalf, cavings and straw ;
(2) time and labour required to line-up motor or tractor with
thc thrcshing machinc ;
(3) the cause and duration oI any stoppage; I
(4) revolution speed of driving pullel' and threshei dmrD l
(5) petrol required for starting and rvarming up the tractor
before turning over to paraffin.
The Marshall threshing machine used has a drum widttr of
48 in. and the optimum speed of the drum is given as 1,24O r.p.m.
In our experiments the speeds were somewhat lower- Experiments
were done at various speeds ranging from 1,064 to I,206 r.p.m. This
variation was obtained by suitable combinations of the pulleys on
the tlresher and the driving machine-
A surnruary of the results is given in Tables l, 2 and 3, in rvhich
any differential elfect due to the kind of crop used is ignored. The
threshing rate was about 2 tons of grain per hour. Although there
were certain small di{ferences in the power consumptions for barley,
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oats and wheat, these differences were not in t}le same order for each
form of power, andit is not possible todisentangle them from changes






















































()lrtl)ut : , tons oI grain per hour.
Table I shows that for the four experiments at the lower drum
speed (1,068-1,080 r.p.m.) the mean consumption was 7.6 kW. and
8.6 kW. for the higher drum speed (1,204-1,206 r.p.m.). The general
mear {or the seven experiments was 8.0 kW.
Table 2 shows that for the new tractor the average paraffin
consumption was treatest for the highest dru:n speed. The mean
value for the six experiments was I.39 gallons per hour, a Iigure
slightly in excess of the consumption witl the old tractor, l.3l
gallons per hour (Table 3). It is probable that the carburettor
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adjustment made at the factory gave an unnecessarily rich mixture,
for it will be noted that cxperiment l5 (table 2), in which the setting
was altered to give a weaker mixture, gives a lower value for
pamfin consumption than in anv of the other five experiments.
However, it may bc assumed that most farmcrs r/v''ould not alter the
carburettor adjustment made at the factory, so for our present
purpose we can take the weighted mean of the ninc experiments
made with the tractors as a fair value Ior the paraffin consumption
under the normal farm conditions at Rothamstcd; this value is
1.36 gallons per hour. Hence 8 kW. hours are cquivalent to 1.36
gallons of paraffin in thesc conditions, or l0 kW. hours are equivalent
to 1.7 gallons of paraffin. In using this relationship for lvorking out
comparative costs, account must also be taken of thc petrol required
to warm up the tractor, about l+ pints, and the consumption of
lubricating oil which, if the tractor manufacturer's directions are
followed, amounts to just ruder one pint of oil each two hours.
The careful measurements of the different grades of threshed
produce and a close examination of their condition gave no support
for the statement, sometimes advanced, that the smoother torque
of the electric motor produces a better samplc o{ threshed gTain.
The percentage of second grade grain and offal vas slightly higher
with the motor, and although a constant feeding rate to the thresher
was aimed at, the rate was some 4 per cent. lo$'er with the motor due,
it may be suggested, to the psychological effect of the quieter
running. But these differences are not significant and may well
be due to variations in factors such as stack height, sheaf weight,
and the fact that any one crop provided only sufficient material for
four to five erperiments,
No stoppages during the experiments occurred to the motor or
tractor ; the most frequent trouble $'as the breaking of the string
in the stra\1-trusscr.
It is important to realise that in these e\perirnents the output
of both the motor and tractors was only about l0 h.p. so that they
rvere workirg at only per cent of their full load. The eficiency
of a motor falls less rapidly with reduced loads than that of an
internal combustion engine. Hence, if smaller pou,er units had been
used, say 10-12 h.p., rvhich would have worked under full load, it is
very probable that a lower figure than 1.7 gallons for the paramn
equivalent of 10 kW hours would have been given.
This raises, horvever, a very important point in farm practice.
Even on the most emcientlJr run farms, the tractor spends only a
small fraction oI the l,ear in cultivating, harvesting and haulage
rvork. While it mav be inefficient-in thc engineering sense of the
term-to employ it for driving barn machinery thatiequires only
a fraction of its available horse-power from the viewpoint of farm
practice the matter appears in a different light. The farmer is
" wasting " only the difference beturen the fuel consumption of
the tractor and a smaller cngine, but against this he saves thc capital
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cost of the smaller machine. It would be interesting to krow how
far similar considerations apply to electric motors.
In the World Tractor Trials held at Oxford in 1930, the average
consumption at halfload was 1.6 gallons of parafin per hour. The
Intemational tractor working at half-load used approximatel)-
2 gallons of parafin per hour, as compared with our figure of 1.36
gallons. The two values may not be strictly comparable, but parr
of the difference is urdoubtedlv attributablc to the improvements
in tractor design since 1930.
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CALCULATION OF'COSTS
(THRESHTNG)
Although the purpose of the Rothamsted experiments is to
compare equivalent consumptions of fuel and electricity; the use
of these figures is to provide the basis for comparing the relative
costs of the two forms of power. The electrical installation at
Rothamsted is designed for both experimental and normal farm
work, hence our ollar costings data would not directly apply to
commercial farm conditions. In the following calculations typical
commercial farm conditions Ior a Iarm of similar size and cereal
acreage to Rotharnsted are assumed.
LETHoDS or Cosrnic
ll) Sta/ti&g and. Ru*ning Costs.
The only labour costs which have been considered are those for
Iining up the source of power with the thresher. During actual
threshing. thc number of men employed was the same whether the
motor or tractor was used : the labour charge is tlere{ore the samc
for all sources of power. The cost of labour was estimated on a basis
of ls. per hour for the tractor driver and 8d. per hour for general
labour.
The cost oI electricity lor the quarter in which the threshing rvas
done was 1.42d. per k!i'h: the tariff was ld. per kWh, the addi-
tional 0.42d. representing the quarteriy fixed charge spread over a
consumption oI3,0,61 kWh. The price of the petrol used was Is. 2Id.
per gallon, and of the paramn fr. per gallon. Lubricating oil, for a
consumption of one pint for each experiment, cost l.9d per hour.
(2\ Oaerhead. Costs.
The overhead costs are strictlv those for malntenance and
depreciation: interest on capitat invested is actually a charge
against profit and not a cost, but it has been included in this report
as a cost since the report does not contain a final prolit and loss
account, where the effect of dilferent capital investments would
normally be shown.
To derive the average overheads Ior each tlpe of plant, somc
assumptions must be made as to the working life and mairtenancc
costs, items which are more speculative for the electrical equipment
than for the tractors.
The farm records show that the old tractor has performed 7,00t)
hours' work in seven years, and it is considered that this tractor is
capable of another 1,000 hours' work at least before it will be
scrapped. Consequently, a life of 8,000 hours over eight years has
been allowed for the tractors.
The motor, under industrial conditions, might be exPected to
have a life of at least 20,00O hours, which wou.td corresPond to 40
years at 500 hours per annum. The damper conditions on a farm,
combined with intermittent use, wou.ld result Perhaps in a some-
what sborter life.
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{Bain, the life and maintenance costs of the circuit are as }'etnot known tvith certaintv.
The following tentative estimates supplied to us from authori-
tative sources have been used :
annual maintenance 2 per cent of
annual maintenance 2| per cent
Motor.-Life, 20 \,ears ;
original cost.
Circuit.-Life, 25 J,ears ;
of original cost.
Tractor-Annual maintenance figure 3.75 per cent. of original
cost.
The depreciation has been calculated from the rate of wear and
tea-r normally allo!rcd for income tax purposes for farming plant
and machinery: 22| per cent for tractois and 7| per ceni for
electric motors.
The interest charge is calculated as 5 per cent. oI the value of
the plant at the beginning oI the year.
In calculating the average overhead charges, the total deprecia-
tion over the working life (caluclated on ttre rates of wear and tear
previously mentioned), and the total interest charges have been
found,- and the meart cost per vear worked out. (In practice, the
depreciation rate allowed for income tax purposes on electrical
equipment does not applv to an electrical circuit whichisnot counted
as plant or machinery. For the purposes of these calculations the
rate of 7| per cent. has, however, been assumed to applv.)
The full details of the costings have been give;r'i;;n interim
Report to the Ro1'al -{gricultural Society of England, so in the
prescnt paper only the summary is given. (Table 4).
Tabte 4
Char??s lo, on, hour's lhr.shing.
\10 h.p- electri. motor: 10.10 h.p. tractor; each rrinaing at half load.












(MeaD for g experimetrts)
9.4
Tot.rl 16.:l 19..t
This table shows that for the conditions at Rothamsted, electri-
city is the cheaper form of power. Alttrough the cost o( electricitv
for one hour was ll.4d. as against f0.ld. Ior paraffin, the overheai
charges for the motor are only half those for'the tractor.
_. .Th€ cost of-electricity was, as stated above, 1.42d. per kW hour.This figure will have to rise above 1.85d. per kW-hour before
clectricity becomes the more costly forrn of power urder the con-
ditions given.
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GRINDING EXPERIMENTS
For a test of medium powered engines and motors a convenicnt
Iarm operation is the grinding of barle-v. A Bamford 2C combined
grinding and crushing mill is being used, and thc two sources of
power are :
(l) A General Electric Company 5 h.p. portable farm Dm-
motor :
(2) A Bamford 6 b.h.p. portable diesel engine.
The comparisons are less straightfor$,ard than for threshing.
In ttre first instance a serics of experiments $-as made, using electric
power only, to study the effect of the additional variable factors on
the results. These measurements showed that the factors having
most influence were changes in quality and moisture content of the
barley, the rate of feed to the grinding plates. and the degree of
fineness of the ground product.
The first factors can only be made negligible by working with a
uniform sample of barley, and uniformity is more easily obtained
the smaller the quantity of barley required. The manual controls
on the mill make possible a wide range of grinding rate and degree
of grinding, but there is no certainty that either of these Iactors
would remain constart for any one setting of thc appropriate control,
e.g., the feeding mte depends to some extent on the amount of
barley in ttre hopper, on the speed of thc mill rvhich governs the
reciprocation of the shaker, and may be aflcctcd b1'foreign material
in the barley. Any change in the feeding rate would be detected by
weighing, at intervals, the output per minute: the degree of
grinding, however, can only be judged roughll'be feel, and changes
iould oicur which would only be discovered afterwards on comple-
tion of a sieving aralysis: but even if the fineness of 6rinding did
remain constant during a measurement, the necessity of slackening
ofl the platcs before the Ieed ceases precludes exactl]' the same
setting being used in the succeeding exPeriment.
Tbise considerations suggest that experiments lasting long
enough to provide an accurate overall por er measurement $€re
inadvisable, and that it would be desirable to obtain the Po$-er
requirement for a given grinding rate and degree of fineness over a
slrarl period of time----of the order of one minute . A number of
such obsewations would then provide the relationship between the
three ouantities being considered.
In iracticc the pricedure is to altematc the motor and engine
in experiments lasting about one hour.
TLe mill is set to $ve the required grinding rate rvhich is after-
rvards mai.ntained approximately constant. Thert for on€ setting
of the grinding plates the outPut Per minute and a sample Ior the
sieving analysis is taken: at the same timc observatlons are made
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on 
-the 
power requirement : the Iineness of grinding is then altered
and the measurements repeated. This prociss is c6ntinued until a
number of observations have been obtained.
Afterwards the other power unit is ured for a similar exoeriment_
and the comparison reSrated for different grinding rates. '
It ma], b€ mentioned that the power requirement for tIe motor
is found by timing the meter disc revolutions: for the ensine a
device is used which enables the fuel consumotion to be meisured
over periods of the order of one minute.
The resulting data thus show, for a series of grinding rates, the
variation in electricitl, and fuel consumptioni with iineness of
grinding.
This method of wo-rking has the advantage that the power units
can be compared under identical conditioni, and over'a range of
power output, sirce lrom the efficiency curve oI the motoi the
output oI the motor can be calculated. i'he measurements made so
far should be regarded as of a preliminary nature. Thev show that
,_or an output of 5 h.p., for cxample. the fuel consumption by the
diesel engine amounts to 2.30 pints per hour (or an equivalent of
0.49lb. oJ Iuel per b.h.p. hour). At tiis outpui the moior requires
an electnclty consumption of 4.6 units per hour. Hence l0 kW
hours are equivalent to 5-0 pints of the diesel fuel used in our
experiments; account must also be taken of the lubricating oil
which, according to manufacturers' directions, win amoun-t to
I gallon in 100 hours.
CALCULATION OF COSTS (GRINDING)
The- same- methods of c-osting described for the threshing experi-
ments have been folloved.
The follorving estimates have been adopted :
Bamford enginc-Life l0 years, depreciation I5%, mainten-
ar.ce 5o/o ol {73.
^ - pry1n9lor-Lifc 20 years, depreciation Zl%, maintenance2o/. of f|i lOs.
^_ - Circuit-Life 25 years, depreciation 7+%, maintenance2!o/" ol d5.
The motor engine is assumed to work for 5O0 hours per annum.
Electricity has again been taken as 1.42d. per unit.
The price of diesel fuel per gallon depends on the size of the
drums in rvhich it is delivered and ranges,-for the oil we have used,
from 5|d. per gallon for a 50O-gallon drum to Ls. 2.td. per gallon lor
a gallon drum. The price for a 40-gallon drum, 8ld. pler eallon.
has been taken, as this is the most common size for farrns.' Lu6ricat-
ing oil has been chargerl at the same price as for the tractor. The
summarized figures are given in Table 5.
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I able ,,
Chatges .for cne hout's grinding.







This table shows, for our conditions and with the assunptions made
above, that the total costs when using a diesel engine are slightly
cheaper than those for a drumotor,
Had the cost of electricity bsgn 1.36d. per unit instead oI1.42d.,
the cost of the two Iorms oI power would have been the same. But
in view of the preliminary nature of our experimental results and
the somewhat arbitrary assumptions necessarily made in various
overhead items of cost, it is lairer to say that at present there seems
little to choose between the 6 h.p. diesel and the 5 h.p. electric
motor.
Finally it is desired to emphas2e one point in connection ltrith
the costings results shown in Tables 4 and 5. It will be observed
rhat while electrical equipment has the lesser overheads, it has the
higher charges for power consumption.
These two items work in opposite directions. For a small number
of hours oI work per year, the extra cost of electricity over fuel is
not elough to offset the lower overhead charges for the electdc
motor, and the total cost per hour for the electricity motor is less
than for the engine. \\ith increase in the number of hours of work
this advantage pro8ressir.'ely diminishes and is ultimately revcrsed.
I
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DISCUSSION
Mr. A. H. Rafiin (AgriuJtural De-oelafmcnt Ofrier, North
Itetropolilan Supfly Conpaiy) opened the discussion. ile said thar
practically everybody agreed that electricitv rvas the most suitable
source of power and light, provided its cost was reasonable. He
amouaced that consumers in the North Metropolitan area could norv
obtain electricity at the low cost of ld. pei unit prorided thcir
heaw demands (e.9., motors and sterilizers) \r.ere kept o{f the Dcak
period. In practice this only amounted to the r;striction 'that
they should not be used after 4 p.m. in winter, i.e., after the end
o{ the farm-day, so the restriction was bv no means an onerous one.
and he anticipated that all dairy farmers within his area would
soon have electric sterilizcrs.
He pointed out that if the new reduced cost per unit rvere used
in place of the figure employed in the paper b, Mr. Cashen and
Dr. Keen, it would place electricity in a very favourable position,
He asked users in rural areas to realize that tbe fixed rharge.
$hich was sometimes regarded as irksome, was worked out on su-ch
a basis as in eflect to charge them about 6d. per unit for the current
used in lighting-a not unreasonable price. He stressed thc need
for the proper covering of farm motoE which tere often left in
very wet or dusty places. Protected type motors were often fitted
in sites where totally enclosed pattems should be used. He was not
particularly attracted by the portable motor, as in his experience
most farmers soon place them in a permanent position. He did not
think that soil heating by electricitv was ven;practicable ; a more
promising development was rhe circulation of hot warer through
underground pipes by an electricall) driven pump, a mcrhod th-ar
had been successfull5." tried at the Hertfordahire Farm Institutc,
St. Albans.
With regard to the Rothamsted comparisons between the diesel
engine and the electric motor thc possfuility of increascd taxes on
oil fuel should be borne in mind
Speaking of Mr. Cameron Brown's papcr he Ielt that larmers
must, in the nature of the case, leave a great deal to rhe wiring
contractor. A reputable firm would give a fivc r-ears' guaranteci
Earth leakage devices attached to individual circuits rveredcsirable,
but at present they \rere somewhat expensivc.
Mr. J. I . Betnard (Rural Electrificatioa Oficer, Brilish Ekclricol
Delelafiment Associaticm) felt that the best coursc for a farmer was
to put his trust in a reputable contractor who would carn.out t}lp
farmer's wishes in a competent and reliablc form. He recoirmended
earth leakage devices as a valuable safeguard against dangcr, but
he Ielt that the risk in using electricity on farms had been over-
estimated : in industry heavier voltages were handled under even
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more dimcult conditions, and with improved equipment mishaps
\vere continually becoming less frequent. Careless use and the
neglect oI precautions involved danger whatever form of power was
used, and there was no justification for regarding electricity as
more dangerous than other sources of Power.
The ability of an electric motor to stand an appreciable olerload
fur a period without damage or stalling was a great advantage lor
farm purposes. He felt thai the Rotharnsted Iigures of comparative
powei consumptions were not of general applicatioo owing to the
dilference in w:crrking conditions from district to district and even
Jrom farrn to farm. He wished to know the basis on which various
.rverhead charges had been assessed, since the IiSure Ior the ratio
r.,I running cosi to depreciation in the case of the oilengine seemed
ro differ-from that- generaLly adopted for commercial engi-nes'
Another point bearini on the interpretation of the Rotharnsted
experimeits was that ihe manufacturers of bam machinery tend to
r-,rir-estimate the horse-power requirements oI their machines.
Therefore, in his opinion, smaller power units than those recom-
mended could safely be used ; this was particularlythe casewiththe
clectric motor, in view of its aLready mentioned caPacity to stand
an overload for a time.
He thought it was generally accepted that provided the- cost
ci electricity"did not excled 2d. per unit it was well worth while for
larm purpoies. Any trouble or dissatisfaction was usua[y attribxf
able t-o tie standing charge ; some farmers do not understand that
t he cost o[ transfoining ihe supply artd conveying it to the farm
has to be met by some means, but difficulties ot thrs kind were not
general; the whole attitude of farmers towards electricity had
.hanged in the last {ew Years.
Itit. H. B. !enkins (BedJord Electricity Supply DePl.) spoke ot
lris esoerience with farmers in the Bedford area where an early
rLrral 6lectri{ication scheme had been established. None of these
Iarmers had anv electrical knowledge. Operations that formerly
needed a skilled man to maintain an intemal combustion engine in
efEcient running condition could now be done by a boy who merely
turned a switch. He deprecated Iixing lead-covered cables on oak
owing to the danger o{ corrosion. This was no new discovery, for an
examiination of cihurches having lead flats or roofs shows that the
buildels invariably interpose a layer of some other wood (usually
oine) betrveen the lead and the oak beams.' lilr. Bo ase Matlh.(1ss (Easl Gtinstead) thought the Conlerence
marked the beginning of a new era in t-he history oI eiectricity in
acriculture. The farmer's business was to farm, not to te an
eigineer. AIJ he needed was a sure source of power and this-was
un-questionably provided by electricity. At the same time there
rvaineeded a comprehensive set of reliable Iigures on the perlormance
of this nerv source of farm power in comparison with the older forrrs ;
the Rothamsted experim&ts were designed to supply such figures.
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He saw no great future for the portable motor, and he recommendetl
that each important machine should have its own motor oI the
correct size and type and preferably built in as an integral portion
of the rnachine. It was costly and, in his opinion, unnecessary tt,
provide the farm with an installation capablc oI dealing with th,
occasional periods of heary loads, such as threshing time. Portabl.
transformers were no\ available Ior this purpose. An electric
plough was on the market and was a commercial success ; the cosr
was only 2s. per acre. Land cultivation by electrically drivcn
machines would greatly increase the agricultural demands for
electricity during the off-peak period. Elcctrically workcd pump:
were employed Ior overhead irrigation in a machine known as thc
" rain cannon." This method was cheaper than the customary one
and more closely simulated rain. He stressed the great convenlence
of electric lighting in the farm buildings, as in addition to easins
the stockmen's working conditions it saved them at least half ai
hour per day. He had made a point oI noting every use to which
electricity had been applied ort the farm ; his list included some
300 different operations. A novel one of these was the erection of
cheap temporary stock enclosures consisting of a single strand of
wire charged to a suitable low potential. The fence u-as perlectlr.
stock-tight since direetly a beast touched rhc wire it reccived i
slight shock.
Colonel C. Waley Cohen (Chichester) thought it would be a goo,i
policy for the supplv tompanies to give thc Iarmer a definite figur,
for tbe cost of bringing the supply to his prcmises. He would thel
know what the company had to payand would realize that a cedain
interest had to be borne on this sum. He thought 20 per cent. for
the Iirst year ll'as too high ; a lower figure would iead to an increased
use of current. Once electricity is brought to the farm its use should
be encouraged in every possible direction and for this purpose the
cost should be kept to ld. per unit as a maximurn. He felt thar
really skilled advice about wiring installations was still rarc. In-
sufficient attention was paid to placing plugs and suitches ar
convenient and safe points, and to designing an installation that
would Bive maximum convenience at once and yet be capable of
inexpensive extension when needed. Advice of this nature had
sai,ed him f,75 on a {175 contract. He was not in Iavour of giving
the wiring contract to the supply company a.s they often had
expensive subsidiary companies for such work; he pleferred the
independent contractor.
Mr. J- R. Molfall (Farm Manager, Rothamslrd) spoke of th.
usefulness of the I h.p. motor for jobs such as potato sorting and
kffe grindiag. Its convenience was great while its running cost
was negligible.
In closing the discussion t};.e Chahotsn dealt with a number of
points. The supply companies were always willing to advise a
farmer on technical matters. No instaliation rsas connected to the
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supply without a Iinal inspection. Electricity could be a very
usefui help to the larmer bui it must not be expicted to accomplisir
everything. On his own estates, for example, his ploughing -osts
with paraffin tractors were only ts.2]d. per acre, whereis Mr.
Borlase }latthews had quoted 2s. per acre Ior electric ploughing. In
this connection he asked that any comparative measuremints.
such as thosc now being conducted at Rothamsted, should alwals
be expressed, not in costs per hour, but per acre, or ton of materi;1.
as the case might be ; the fa.rmer was interested in the co5t of the
job, rather than the cost per hour.
In dealing urith the cost of electricity per unit he said there *.ere
two methods by which the cost could be reduced. Firstly br. in-
creasing the off-peak load as much as possible, and secondlv"bv a
general increase in consumption. An illustration of the first method
was the use of crop drying equipment in summer. \\ith regard to
the second point he thought it was not generallv realized that the
actual production cost of electricity at the generating station was
onlv a small fraction of their total charges. The total cost to the
suppll'company was about 0.9d per unit, and of this amount the
actual production cost was represented by onl].0.13-0.25d. per unit.
The bulk of ttte charge, there{ore, was accounted for by interest,
depreciation, and rates. An increase in technjcal efficiency at the
generating stations (ould not therefore result in an appreciable
reduction in the cost per unit to the consumer. On the oiher hand.
ar increased use of electricit)', especially in the off-peak perjcd
rvould justify an appreciable reduction of the retail priie.
The following communication, and replies to the discussion w.ere
received after the meeting.
)Ir. A. N . D. Ken (Lond,on).---There appears to be an impression
that because the electric motor is an extremell.emcient pie(e of
alrparatus, e\-en at light loads, it may be run rith impunity under-
loaded. Thisistrueonlvof Direct Currentmotors : rviih Altirnatins
Current motors the question of Power Factor musr be considered
aqd this item is particularly setious for single phase motors, vhose
power factor is lrom 5 to l0 per cent less than that of the equivalent
rating three phase machine.
A 20 h.p.94O r-p.m. Three Phase Slip Ring motor having an
efliciency of 87/o would consume approximatelr- l7 units an hour
on full load and would take about 29 amperes of current on a 40O
volt suppl-v assuming the power factor was 560,,0. The uselul
current, however, is onll' 25 amperes: it is this ratio of useful
current to current used which is the power factor. Onlr. the usefut
current is measured on the kilowatt hour meter for thi urits con-
sumed; so that where the farmer pays for his current on a flat rate
he is only indirectly interested (he is still interested, for though he
does not pay any extra for the extra current, he has to provide
cables capable o{ carrying the extra current), but u.here the Iarmer
ttuys his current on a tw'o-part tariff, Ior example, {4 pcr k.VA of
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maximum demand or-er a period of, salr', twentv minutes plus
|d. a unit ; then though his running charge of td. is unaffected b1
low power factor, his marimum demand and hence his fired charg(.
is increased by poor power factor.
In the case of the 20 h.p. S.R. motor, for example, the po$ el
iactor at half load would be about 75o,,; a-s compared lvith about
8492o for a l0 h.p. motor operating on full load. In the first case th(
}VA. input rvould be 9.95, in the second case 8.9-a diflerence of
approximately I kVA. or d4 a" year extra by under-running th(
20 h.p. motor.
If the farmer has a numb3r of mctors installed all undemrn thc'
power factor of his installation will be lower and the ma\imum
tVA. demand higher (with consequent higher standing charges)
than if he attempts to match his motors more nearll'to his loads.
In this connection it should be mentioned that the larger motor
manufacturers employ trained engineers to advise on the correct
aoolication of their motors to the various drives and the services
oi isu:h engineers are u;ually available free and without obligation.
It should also be remembered that all electric motors ha\.e a
substantial overload capacity. All motors above I h.p. at lu)0
r.p.m. are capable of withstanding 50o/o overload for I minute and
ltoo; Ior l.l seconds; in additicn, motors above l0 h.p. at l0u]
r.p.m. will carn 25oo overlcad lor 2 hours: between lU and 4 h.p.
af the same speed. 25oo Ior half an hour and from 4 h.p.
down to I h.p. at 1000 r.p.m., 25% Ior l5 mirutes. Even fractional
Iorsepower motors (those below I h.p- at 1000 r.p.m.) will do 25""
overload for 5 minutes.
Greater advantage could profitably be taken of this overload
capacity, particularlv as it is the minimum to r*hich all British
motors are built. lForeign motors are not built to such a stringrnt
specification. )
Now for a word,rn condensation. All motors need r-entilation,
primarily to get rid of the heat produced in the windings but also to
€nable the windings to be kept free from the effects of the humiditv
in the air, II the motors are totally encloxd-say to prevent
injurious dust, grit, dirt or other harmful foreign matter from
forming on the windings-then tbe heat can be dissipated only by
radiation from the motor case. This necessitates a larger frame than
is possible when the cooling air circulates among the windings. The
total enclosure does not, however, render the motors air tight and
as a consequence it breathes. \rl,'hen it is running and the windings
are hot the intemal air pressure is increased and the air &iven
out through the bearings and otler machined surfaces; when the
motor is cooled, air is drawn in due to the lower pressure inside, and
if the air drawn in is humid-as it usually is-then the water $ill
condense in the wirdings. It is quite useless to try ard minimise the
intrusion of such hunidity ; the best cou$e is to help the water to
get out once it is in ; and for tflis purpose small drain holes should
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be drilled in the base o{ the motor casing at its lowest point. An}.'
sma1l amount of water which may then get in through such openings.
rvill stitl be able to get out again without collecting in pools at the
base of the rvindings.
In conclusion, farmers are tecommended to install squirrel cage
induction motors wherever possible. They are lorv in first cost and,
being rugged in construction, are reliable in senice; the onl]'
moving parts are metal so that maintenance is a minimum, $'hilst
their performance figures as regards efficiency and power factor are
higher than those for the corresponding slip ring machines. The
high efficiencl' means a low running cost, the high power factor a
low fixed charge. Finallv, their control gear is simple, inexpensir-e
and robust as \Yell.
1Ir. F. E. Roulau.d.: Mr. Harv-ey referred to the misleading
figures u,hich are sometimes quotcd for the cost of generation $'ith
private plant. He stated that in the Electricity Commissioners
Report a Iigure of ld. per unit for private plant rvas given but I
think he should have emphasised that this $'as for large commercial
plant and not for the small equipment which rvould be used on
farms. For the latter, partly in view of the poor load factor, ol'er-
head charges ca!. amount to several pence per unit $'ithout taking
into accouot any running costs.
\{r. Cameron Brown's paper was very interesting and a valuable
one for discussion at a technical meeting. A lot oI the information he
gave \r'as hardly required by farmers and may have appeared to
make a simple subiect appear to be complicated. Farmers should
ensure that material of sound quality manufactured by firms of
repute, is employed and the work carried out by competent con-
tractors. Price should not be the first consideration for an electrical
installation, particularly as there may be only a very small difference
between a shoddy installation and a good one. Farmers as a rule do
not purchase stock and other requirements solely on price, bul
consider qualitv as well, and this practice should be {ollowed with
electrical installations.
Mr. Rankin referred to the undesirable Practice oI some manu-
Iacturers fitting protected type motors on machines where totally
enclosed should be used. This is undoubtedly so in some instances
and is solely due to the {act that price Plays such a large Part in the
sale oI most equipment.
I1r. Bernard rightly sounded a note o{ warning against exagger-
ating the possible dangers oI electricity. \[]ren properly installed
and used, electricitv is perfectll'safe and it is onlv when simple
precautions are not taken that danger arises.- 
Mr. Bemard sopinion that agricultural machinery manufacturers
are inclined to quote too high figures for the horse pover required
b1' their machines is conlirmed by the Rothamsted experience.
The 2O h.p. motor rvhich was used for the threshing experiments lvas
supplied 1o drive the thresher and a chaJfcutter, 15 h.p. being
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allowed.Ior threshing based on the ma4ulacturers figures. From
the results it witl be observed that a smaller motor wou"ld have been
satisfactory..
Mr. Borlase Matthervs stated that there are now g,000 farmers
using electricity in this country, but did not state on what basis
this figure was calculated. 5,000 additional farms ryere connected
last year and it is estimated that the number electrified is in the
region of 25,000.
Col. -Waley Cohen mentioned that the running charge of t!ro-part tariffs should not be more than ld per unit. Iiis desirable that
this charge should be kept as low as possible to encouraqe the
maximum use of electrici$r, although most operations cin be
carri-ed out economically at i higher figure.
His remarks conceming the aesirability of emploving electrical
contractors rather than supply authorities ior installation l ork does
not necessarily lpply. The pcsition varies in different parts of thecountry and a farm:r should be able to judge {rom which firm in
either cate€cry he shculd b3 able to obain-the most satisfactorv
service. The high coit oI leakage trips has been referred ro, and it
should therefore be rcrorded th;i th& are norv obtainable ai price.
as lorv as ll/-.
]Ir. Cam,eron Brou'n : lt is evident from the remarks oI llr
Rankin and Mr. Bemard that the electrical industn is still afraid
to be frank with the farmer and to admit that rheri must be u.ith
eleclricitv, as with any other form of power or fuel, a certain amount
of danger, but that there are adequaie methods oI meetine ir. lt is
illogical to suppress this {act, while at the same time erpe-cring the
fasmer to pay mcney blindly {or special safety devices. i motoi car
salesman rather boasts about t}le danger on the roads and horv
lzls car is well equipped to meet them. -Mr. Rankin mentions that
these leakage trip s\r'itches are not available at competitive prices
- competitive with what ? If they are necessarv, and it is obi,iousfrom an earlier remark that he considers them;dvisable in manv
cases, then there is no question of competitite price save rvith onL
anotier-what price can-one put on safety ? in anv case, a firsi
class trip costing Ji - will protect a 3O h.p. motor boih fur leakase
and overload : can this b€ considered excessive when the moror an-d
its 1:c_essories ma.v-cost anything from d40 to {100 ?
Colonel \[ale1- Cohen's remarks on the diffiiultv experien, ed br.
the-.r-ons'.rmer i r g'tti rg c )mp.'tent advice on tris wirina lar.out and
in finding competent wiremen rather negatives the ooinions eroress-
ed by Sir Bernard Greenwell and ltrl Rankin thit the Suooh.
Companies are looking after that side of the question. Granted iiat
only a good firm rvould give a five-l'ear guarintee,ol what practical
useis that when the wiring-is expected to have a life of anpling up
to thirty )'ears. The provision that companies should not suoolv-un-
Iesi t he installalion is suitable is compul or-r-, bu t I strould li[d t6 feel
that anv companY does more than ii is leeall], obliged to do in the
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'rvay of making an insulation test. In any case, this inspection does
not take place until afaz the installation is made. It is poor comfort
to the farmer to lanow that he has had a bad installation made and
that the company will not supply. He may, it is true, evade pal.ing
for this bad wiring but there is bound to be endless trouble and
extra expense one way and another. The farmer should, rvhen
placing his wiring contract, have a clause binding the contractor to
compliance with the Electricity Commissioners' Regulations and to
the satisfaction of the supply compan]'.
trIr. Cashen and, Dr. I{eeru . Questions wcre asked by some spcak-
crs on the methods and convcntions adopted by us in rvorking out
costings. The full details will be fourd in the Reports submitted to
the Research Committee of the Rol'al Agricultural Societl'. One
point, however, may be dealt w'ith at once-the criticism that the
cost of our electricity should have been taken as ld. per unit and
not 1.42d., rvhich is made up of the tariff charge of ld. per unit and
an additional 0.42d. representing the quarterly fixed chargc spread
over a consumption of 3,0ti1 units. The criticism was based on the
argument that the fixed charge for the cost of transformer gear and
1ow pressure line and the minimum use guarantee, are, in effect, a
device for recovering from thc consumer about 6d. per unit for his
lighting (which was stated to be a not unreasonable figlrre), thus
enabling the supply company to p.ovide the consumer's porver
demands at a much lower figure, approximately ld. per unit.
Although we apprcciate the criticism we feel that the method
adopted in our paper gives the farmer the more correct position.
The inclusive cost for an installation that is to provide both light
and power will be greatcr than one supplying light only ; hence it is
reasonable to debit part of the charge to the power consumption.
The fixed charge is divided by our method between power and light
in the same proportion as the units used for each. If the fired charge
is kept as a separate item in costings data, larmers rvill have
difficulty in arriving at a simple comparison of the ,oral relative costs
of electricity and other forms of power (and lighting).
It is clear both from the papers and the discussion that the
attitude of the farming community towards the flxed charge is, at
thc best, one of resignation. So long as this is the case, the cheapness
oI electricity, based on costings comparisons employing ld. or even
{d. per unit, but excluding the fixed charge, will not completely
conl'ince the farmer.
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